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Abstract
Organisation Growth has many factors contributing to it and at an inorganic level it is
asset that is added to its existing asset pool which signifies the growth. For the creation of
assets, organization has to go for projects. These projects consume lot of resources. Among
them human efforts are of great significance. The human efforts in projects come though
different agencies who are attached to the project. These agencies are commonly termed as
stakeholders. It is said that the engagement or involvement of these stakeholders contributes
to project success which in turn results in organizational growth through addition of new
organizational assets going into the existing asset pool of the organization. However, this
engagement of stakeholders as in all other human efforts has some issues and challenges.
The author believes that this correlation between stakeholder engagement, project success
and organizational growth gets smoother once these issues and challenges are addressed
properly.
Introduction

A

ny organization when goes for a project does so in order to grow as the project
creates organizational assets. These organizational assets then are used to
make further assets or to generate further income from these assets. In the process
of creation of these assets apart from various resources huge amount of human
efforts from different quarters goes into it. One such area is the stakeholder. It
is argued that effective contribution by the stakeholder is a factor in successful
project leading to organizational growth and is possible if these stakeholders are
involved or engaged in the project. The present paper attempts to explore based on
the different available literatures whether stakeholder engagement is a necessary
criterion for the project success and correlate project success to the organizational
growth. The study also tries to examine the issues and challenges that crop up
while dealing with engagement of stakeholders in projects.
Who are Stakeholders in a Project?
In the above case the term “stakeholders” has been coined. But who are the
stakeholders? The term “stakeholders” in the context of a project has been defined
in a wide range starting from “those who have an interest” (Boddy and Buchanan,
1999) or as being essential at all points in the project from “initiation” to “closeout”
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revolves around the safety of their invested fund to
which they have a legal claim and quick return from
the project investment. As such they have a limited
influence in the project outcome. On a very wider
perspective the project can influence the civil society
by offering services or facilities which may or may not
be acceptable to the society e.g. a project by creation
of facility might expose the society to environmental
hazards such as pollution, toxic waste products etc.
The influence of this type of stakeholder is exercised
through the control exerted by the statutory agencies
like pollution control boards, factory inspectors
etc. Another group of external stakeholders are the
vendors/ contractors. Their expectation generates
from the fact that they carry out the major activities
in the project and hence use much of the resources.
Thus they have a great potential in affecting the
project outcome. To a lesser extent, the consultants
also have a significant role in project success as this
is the agency that gives the initial direction to the
project towards its goal.

or as an entity be it “people, groups or organisations
that could impact or be impacted by the project”
(PMBOK Guide 2013). The range of stakeholders and
their power to influence the outcome of the project are
very diverse. Depending on the size and complexity of
the project the number of stakeholders too can vary.
In a typical project the stakeholders consist of Project
Owners, Users, Project Manager and Project Team,
Project Sponsors, Civil Society, Vendors/Contractors
and Consultants. The figure below gives the array of
stakeholders that can affect the project.

Project Manager
Project
Owner
PROJECT
Users
Project
Sponsors

Consultant/
Vendors/
Contractors

Civil
Society

Stakeholder Engagement in Project Success

Fig. 1 : Stakeholders in a Project

The influence of different stakeholders in project
success has been highlighted since long in different
literatures. In the earlier days project success was
measured within the narrow confines of cost, time
and quality criteria and failed to look at the wider
perspective of its effectiveness from the stakeholder
point of view (Jugdev & Mueller, 2005). The concept
of stakeholder as an important contributor to project
success was identified by Pinto and Slevin (1987)
when they proposed their ten factor model of project
success. According to this model, factors like Client
Consultation, Client Acceptance and Communication
are among the main factors to project implementation
success. They have emphasized on the communication,
consultation and active listening to all the impacted
parties i.e. the stakeholders and the provision of an
appropriate network and percolation of necessary
data to all the key actors in project implementation.
The success of a project may have different
dimensions to the different people /stakeholders
depending on their interest in the project (Freeman
and Beale, 1992). In another study, client consultation
and project manager’s performance have been
identified among other factors to affect the project

The stakeholder’s stake can be an interest, a right or
ownership in the project (Bourne and Walker, 2006).
An interest is a circumstance where the stakeholder
can have a concern in a decision if he is affected by the
decision, a right can be a legal or a moral right and the
ownership is a circumstance where the stakeholder
has the legal right to the asset created or the service
rendered by the project. The Project Owner usually
has a legal right to the title of the asset created by the
project as well as an interest in the financial benefits
that will accrue from it in future. The Users, who will
use the facilities or products or services (can be called
assets) resulting from the project will be concerned
with the quality of the product or services and its ready
availability. As far as their influence is concerned they
have a say in the finalizing the requirements from the
project. The Project Manager and his project team are
solely interested in the project performance, which
can be measured in terms of adherence to time, cost
and specification. Through their efforts they ensure
the achievement of these objectives. The Project
Sponsors are the Banks or Financial Institutions or such
entities that has financed the project. Their interest
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success (Belassi & Tukel, 1996). The study conducted
by Chan et al (2004) identified several factors and
categorized them into project related factors, human
related factors or project participants - related factors,
project procedures, project management actions and
external environment that affect the project success.
The project participants / stakeholders to the project,
according to them exert considerable influence in
the way construction projects are implemented and
thereby affect the project progress. From the above
observations it is obvious that the stakeholders can
influence the project progress and ultimately the
project success. The Gas Based Power Plant project
in Dhuvaran, Gujarat is a case where stakeholder
engagement has made it possible to bring the critical
equipment at site and complete the project in time.
Hence, understanding of stakeholder engagement is
necessary to ensure project success.

cargo. They had to plan for a barge to carry the
equipment to the site. Even the movement of the
barge required certain minimum level of water
which was possible only during the high tide for
duration of approximately 30 minutes. Unloading
such huge equipment would have to take place
within such stipulated time limit. However, L&T
Power with all the other agencies could carry out
this complex operation successfully. The project
was completed on time. But the project owner,
GSECL failed to supply gas for the commercial
operation of the plant. The project started getting
delayed. It is also being argued that the nonavailability of gas or availability at higher price
may put a question mark on the viability of the
project in future. However, this is one such case
where stake holders have collaborated amongst
themselves for the project success but the
project failed to take off due to difficulty in the
supply of the main raw material i.e gas. Thus, it
is the commitment and positive involvement of
stakeholders which accrue to and ensure success
of a project.

Case of Gas Based Power Plant Project in
Dhuvaran, Gujarat
Larsen and Toubro (L&T), the engineering major
bagged an order of over Rs. 1100 crores from
Gujarat State Electricity Corporation Limited
(GSECL) for setting up a 375 MW gas based power
project at a site called Dhuvaran near Baroda in
Gujarat (Business Standard, Feb 14, 2011). The
project was to be executed by L&T Power, a gas
based power project arm of L&T. The scope was to
design, supply, install and commission the entire
project on a turnkey basis. The main equipment
like gas turbine, steam turbine were to be supplied
by Siemens AG, Germany. Plant integration and
detailed engineering was to be carried out by
L&T – Sargent & Lundy, a subsidiary of L&T.
Apart from there were several other vendor /
suppliers including some of L&T’s other units
were involved in the project. One of the major
challenge L&T Power faced was to bring the
turbine-train to the project site as it was to be
brought in a single piece. After a lot of study it was
found that the turbine-train weighing more than
300 tonnes could be brought only through the sea
route as the roads and bridges from Mumbai port
to the site were not capable enough to withstand
such heavy loads. The sea route too had its own
baggage of problems. The gulf near the site was
not deep enough to carry a ship with such heavy

Stakeholder Engagement can be defined as a process
of involving and aligning the stakeholders to the
project objectives and reducing the risks to achieve
the project goal. The importance of engagement and
alignment of the stakeholders’ goal and vision to the
project goal has been reflected in several literatures
(Cook –Davies, 2000, Christensen and Walker 2003).
However, the problem arises when the ways to identify
project stakeholders and the entire communication
strategy is based on that initial finding is applied. The
projects in many such cases fail because in the course
of the project execution the stakeholder’s need of the
project and the project’s needs from the stakeholder
changes as well as there are changes in power or
position of the stakeholders. The project manager’s
challenge is to identify this change in the need or the
position of the stakeholder and adjusting its strategy
to manage the relationship.
In the study of conceptualizing the stakeholder
engagement, researchers (Mathur, Price and Austin,
2008) have viewed this engagement aspect from
three different perspectives – strategic management
perspective where manager should know the
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important stakeholder needs in order to build up a
strategy to satisfy these needs The second perspective,
which has an ethical base, holds that stakeholders
are citizens having a right to determine (or at least
influence) the services and valuing the process of
participation for democratic reasons. For instance, the
projects in the public utility domain like health services
project or road/bridges project. The third perspective
views stakeholder engagement as dialogue, a social
process that emphasizes on the less tangible but
beneficial elements like reflection, understanding and
learning. Stakeholder engagement has a significant
role to play in the project success provided it is
designed in a way so as to deliver the benefits of all
the three perspectives. Hence, a better understanding
of these three perspectives is necessary in the context
of projects.

in case of private sector organisations where profit
motive drives the project, involvement of larger
group of stakeholders help in shifting the goal from
mere profit earning for shareholders to a larger base
of addressing the needs of the society. (Mathur, Price
and Austin, 2008).
Stakeholder engagement can be looked upon as an
opportunity for the each stakeholder to share his
values where “trust and knowledge are generated
and circulated to provide a foundation of social
and intellectual capital upon which collaboration
can build” (Healey, 1997). According to Healey, the
collaborative process is built upon three piers – design
of arenas accessible to all who have a stake in an
issue, transferring powers to make decisions close to
those stakeholders who will be affected by them, and
promoting engagement methods which allow diverse
points of views to be explored.

The engagement of stakeholders is necessary from
the strategic management perspective so as to know
what the stakeholder actually needs. This is due to
the understanding that different stakeholders have
different values and view the project in different
ways. The purpose of engagement study is to identify
and understand the diverse needs and expectations.
It has also been emphasised that the stakeholders
be identified and involved from the project design
and delivery so that the project can remain sensitive
and responsive to the local needs and conditions.
The other reason to engage the stakeholders in the
project decision making is to enhance their sense
of ownership to the project. Different research has
established that citizens, when get involved in the
project decision making, be it environmental impact
assessment or managing the natural resources tend to
develop a sense of ownership of the project (Shepherd
and Bowler, 1997, Shindler and Cheek, 1999). This is
considered important for the long term success and
sustainability of the project.

In a separate study conducted by Alderman & Ivory
(2011), they have proposed that in a complex project,
a project manager has to manage the relationships
across an extended network of people/actors –that
can be both human (i.e. stakeholders) and nonhuman
(like technology). Actors in the network perform
translation or a movement towards a project goal
through the use of intermediaries such as money,
contracts, specification, schedules etc. The success of
the network lies in the fact, that how well the actors
cultivate an environment of faith and are aligned
with others in the network and towards the common
goal i.e. the goal of the project. This also confirms the
assimilation of the three perspectives of stakeholder
engagement in a project.
Project Success to Organisational Growth: Issues
and Challenges in Stakeholder Engagement
Project Success is critical to every organization as
it creates organizational assets which in turn lead
to organizational growth. From the literatures
discussed above it can be concluded that stakeholder
engagement is one of the important factor in the
project success which can result in organizational
growth. However, the route to organizational growth
through the successful project has its own issues
and challenges as far as stakeholder engagement is
concerned. Hence, a better stakeholder management
is necessary to tackle the issues and challenges thereby

In the ethical perspective, it has been argued that
projects in the public sector seek to address the
stakeholders issues and interest to a larger extent
than the private sector where the focus lies merely
on satisfying the immediate customer needs. In
cases of large public projects it is claimed that public
participation enhances democratic governance and
promotes representation of diverse interests (Ridley
and Jones, 2002). It has also been claimed that even
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reducing the risk in the project and a greater risk to
the business organization (Shastry, 2014). According
to him the risks are: inadequate understanding and
communication of end user requirement, impact of
attrition in the team on the project output, lack of
accountability in the sub-contracted work, poor or
missing end user training. All these risks put a greater
challenge to stakeholder engagement and calls for
more effective stakeholder management.

on the other hand transcends functional loyalty but
is very hard to develop. Therefore, building loyalty
among the team members and the end user is very
much essential for their effective engagement.
Over and above the trust and loyalty of the stakeholders
it is imperative to develop them as advocates of the
project. This advocacy in turn produces motivation
and also contributes in performance. While advocacy
is somewhat easier in case of project managers and
project teams it is difficult to achieve such advocacy
from other stakeholders.

In all the views projected in the different literatures,
like the different perspectives of stakeholder
engagement given by Mathur, Price and Austin
(2008) or the actor-network view of project given by
Alderman & Ivory (2011) it can be argued that all these
reflected three behavioural attributes of a stakeholder
which are fundamental to the engagement process in
projects. These are mutual trust among stakeholders,
stakeholder’s loyalty to the project owner and the
project and stakeholder’s advocacy of the project
owner to others. Trust involves risk. Whenever a
stakeholder puts his trust on others he makes himself
vulnerable to that party’s actions or decisions.
Sometimes this creates trouble when the contractor
on whom the order is placed for a job either delays
it or get out of the contractual obligation at a crucial
point in the project. At times the breach of trust
occurs when the supplier commits a certain supply at
a stipulated time only to deviate from it a later date.
In a project environment, continuous presence of
change and uncertainty demands greater trust among
stakeholders. The stakeholders also develop trust
when they see that needs and concerns are addressed
properly in the project objectives.

The dimension of stakeholder and their engagement
in a project and how it affects the organizational
growth is shown below:
Project Phase

Operation Phase
Stakeholder
Engagement

Stakeholder Engagement
(Type)
Interest -- Rights -- Ownership
Project
Initiation

Project
Planning

Project
Execution
& Control

Project
Closure

Organisational
Assets Created

Sustainable
Organisational
Growth

Strategic – Ethical -- Social
Stakeholder Engagement
(Perspective)

Issues &
Challenges

Stakeholder
Engagement

Fig. 2 : Dimensions of Stakeholder Engagement in Project
resulting in Organisational Growth
Conclusion
Stakeholder engagement processes are designed to act
as a sensing mechanism to capture information about
the interests and expectations of stakeholders. For an
organization the project adds to the organizational
assets thus contributing to its growth. In the way to
successful projects several stakeholders contribute
their part to the total effort. The engagement of these
stakeholders is necessary for the success of the project
and to the growth of the organization. In order to
achieve this, project managers have to manage all
the other stakeholders in order to align them towards
the common project goal. However, once the project
is successfully completed and the organizational
asset is created there is a greater stake involved in its
successful use which can enhance the sustainability
of the asset. The stakeholders at this stage are a
different set of people with different set of interests
and expectations. This requires further efforts for

Loyalty is another attribute, which basically
demonstrates unflinching allegiance to the institution
or the project or the project owner. Loyalty can be
functional or emotional. Functional Loyalty can be
quantitative and trackable whereas emotional loyalty
is qualitative and indicated by the statement about the
feel or experience. Functional loyalty is vulnerable,
an employee working in the project can be lured off
by any other competitor at any point in time. In a
project site contractor workers come from different
backgrounds with varying degree of loyalty to this
project as their bread earner. They shift their allegiance
to other mode of work leaving the contractor at a
severe deficit of skilled workforce. Emotional loyalty
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engaging the stakeholders in this stage. A more
judicious approach to the success of organizational
growth would be to include the stakeholder since the
inception of a project rather than keep them at “arms
length” with a singular mode of communication in
terms of “monitoring”, “listening” or “telling”. The

author is of the opinion that stakeholder engagement
in this stage of operation as in the stage of project
should be more inclusive based on similar principles
to tackle the issues & challenges for the growth of the
organization to be a sustainable one.
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How to Make Stakeholder Engagement Meaningful
S S Panda* and Anil Barik**

"The stakeholder
engagement
function has moved
from ‘nice to have’
to ‘core’ business.
Without engaging
stakeholders,
there can be no
common enduring
agreement,
ownership or
support for a
particular project."

Abstract
The maturing of corporate social performance as a management discipline has prompted
a renewed interest in stakeholder-related concepts of management and receptivity to
approaches which embed stakeholder engagement in the ‘business of businesses'. The
stakeholder engagement function has moved from ‘nice to have’ to ‘core’ business. It could
be viewed as a form of risk management and should be at the heart of any “sustainable
development” agenda. Without engaging stakeholders, there can be no common enduring
agreement, ownership or support for a particular project.
In this paper, relevant theory around sustainability and stakeholder engagement and models
are discussed. These methods of engagement provide a forum for spotting opportunities for
everyone involved.

Introduction

S

takeholder engagement and/or participatory practice is increasingly becoming
a part of mainstream business practice and central to public policy decisionmaking and delivery. It is being used as a means to improve communications,
obtain wider community support or buy-in for projects, gather useful data
and ideas, enhance public sector or corporate reputation and provide for more
sustainable decision-making.
Sustainability, with its challenge to business to measure its performance against
not just the financial bottom- line, but also its social and environmental impacts,
implies a revision of the traditional business model with its primary focus on shortterm profits and meeting shareholder concerns.[21]
Terms like stakeholder capitalism[11], stakeholder democracy[3], stakeholder
engagement[17] and dialogue have become more common place. In the face of
challenges to organizational legitimacy, these modes of engagement offer hope
of mutually acceptable solutions and a sense of shared responsibility and even
understanding on the part of stakeholders not least where sustainability is
concerned.[6]
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Who are Stakeholders ?

stakeholders. It is precisely for this purpose that
stakeholder engagement is required. The failure to
understand this wider group of stakeholders creates
management “blind-spots” with risky consequences.[15]

Stakeholders may be existing or potential customers
or end-users of the product, employees, suppliers,
shareholders, or those that define policies or have
financial leverage. Those responsible for undertaking
public participation often categorize stakeholders
into ‘groups’ based on a number of factors including
geographic boundaries or location, recognized bodies
or institutions, income groups, land ownership or
occupation, legal requirements, and real or perceived
views of the issue under dispute. The nature of this
classification means that these stakeholder groups are
usually not homogeneous entities. It is more likely
in fact, that an identified “stakeholder group” will
comprise a diverse mix of individuals, who may –
or may not - identify themselves with the particular
“stakeholder group” into which they have been
categorized.

The theoretical
foundations of stakeholder
engagement are found in stakeholder theory,
popularized by Darden Professor Ed Freeman’s
1984 book, Strategic Management. In this classic
formulation of the theory, Freeman defined
stakeholders as “any group or individual who
can affect or is affected by the achievement of an
organization’s purpose” and classified the main
categories of stakeholders: financiers, customers,
suppliers, employees and communities.[17]
Emergence of Stakeholder Theory
According to Hitt, Freeman and Harrison(2001)[8] the
use of the term stakeholder emerged in the 1960s
from pioneering work at Stanford Research Institute,
which argued that managers “needed to understand
the concerns of shareholders, employees, lenders
and suppliers, in order to develop objectives that
stakeholders could support”. The term has become
increasingly prevalent since Freeman’s (1984) seminal
text “Strategic Management: A Stakeholder Approach

In order to recognize and address stakeholder’s
needs and expectations, categorises stakeholders into
primary and secondary stakeholders. The primary
stakeholders are those individuals and groups
whose support is essential for the survival of an
organization, whereas secondary stakeholders are
those individuals and groups who affect or are affected
by the activities of an organization. On the basis of
the above categorization, organizations can have a
wide range of current and potential stakeholders
such as: fund providers, employees, suppliers,
investors, shareholders, regulatory authorities, NonGovernment Organizations, media, labour unions,
society and local community.[4]

Stakeholders are usually considered as a group
of people with a recognizable relationship with
the company including: shareholders, customers,
suppliers and distributors, employees, local
communities. In addition, to the above mentioned
stakeholders they may be characterized also as
following stakeholder groups: competition, media,
public, lenders, unions, NGOs, government, other
business partners and others (Figure. 1).

Why Stakeholder Engagement ?
In the last three decades and especially since the
mid-nineties, there has been a discernible shift in
the mindset of the business community. Milton
Friedman’s famous statement that “the business of
business is business,” has increasingly given way
to a view of business and society as closely an d
unavoidably intertwined. New managerial theories
urge management to take into consideration not only
shareholders’ interests, but also those of other groups,
organizations or individuals who have a stake in the
company. This is only possible when management
fully understands the needs and interests of these

Shareholders
Employees

Public

Local
Community

Customers

Company

Government

Media

Suppliers

Creditors

Other
Business
Partners

Investors
Competitors

Fig. 1: Business Stakeholders[7]
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In a complex environment where changes are
constant, organizations are looking at strategy with
new eyes. A more fluid and yet clear structure is
needed to coordinate actions and strategy, foster
innovation and collective learning. For this business
are re-learning how to design their strategy.

Identification & Mapping
Reporting to Stakeholders

Consultation & Disclosure

Unsustainable
(Value Transfer)
Grievance Mgmt.

Forming Patnership

Unsustainable
(Loose-Loose)

Sustainable - Value
(Value Creation)
Unsustainable
(Value Transfer)

Fig. 2: Stakeholder Engagement – Key Elements[2]
Fig. 3: Scope of strategy[12]

Organizations can have a broad range of stakeholders
with different interests and it is not possible for
organizations to address the issues and concerns of
all their stakeholders. Therefore identification of
stakeholders which can impact or are impacted by
an organization’s actions becomes essential. In the
absence of stakeholder identification, the effectiveness
of stakeholder engagement becomes questionable or
doubtful.[1]

The new scope of strategy is about being aware of
the whole system’s perspective.(Figure. 3) Lazlo &
Cooperrider (2008) describe a new design model for
sustainable business -a conventional model of shortterm shareholder value that treats the environmental
and social issues as “externalities” shifts to a new
model of win-win approaches where growth comes
from innovation by and across multiple stake holders.
Within this model acting to create value for either
shareholder or stake holders alone is not value
creation but actually only transference of value from
one group to another Value creation happens when
value is created for both groups. Lazio et. al. (2008)
defines this as “creating sustainable value”.[12]

The key criteria for identifying and prioritizing
stakeholders include: attributes of power, legitimacy
and urgency; and the stakeholders ability to affect or
be affected by the organization’s actions.[14]
Models for Stakeholder Engagement

Different modes of engagement between companies
and stakeholders

on
Research undertaken by the World Bank[9]
lessons on engagement has shown that it is critically
important to adopt a step by step engagement of
external stakeholders. This may require a commitment
of time and resources to awareness raising, lobbying,
advocacy and building and nurturing mutual
confidence. In working to introduce new ideas and
approaches to governments and multilateral agencies
at the international, regional and national levels.
Projects financed by the World Bank have used a
variety of means to engage stakeholders. These
techniques, including face-to-face discussions, the
preparation and dissemination of policy and position
papers, regular and persuasive correspondence, and
the free provision of technical advice, were used to
effectively allay actual and perceived government
wariness of new concepts and proposals.

Considering how harmful negative perceptions and
social risks can be to a business, companies need to take
the initiative to engage and understand the interests
and needs of their stakeholders upfront in order to
build a constructive and meaningful relationship.
But engaging with stakeholders can be very
challenging. A quick glance at company’s stakeholder
map will tell a lot about the diversity of stakeholders’
interwoven and potentially conflicting interests
and concerns. Indeed, stakeholders’ concerns
and expectations cover a wide range of issues
(environmental, social, health and safety, well-being
of the community, etc.) that may be contradictory or
even conflicting in specific situations.[5]
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THREATS
Consultation

Involvement

Companies Engagement Towards Stakeholder
Conflict

Threat

Claim

Request

Stakeholders’ Engagement Towards Companies

Polonsky (1995) devised a strategic grid that maps
five types of stakeholder strategy. These are: mixed
blessing, supportive, non-supportive, marginal, and
bridging. The grid aims to position stakeholders
within two domains those that are willing to cooperate and those that won’t and so are considered
potential threats to the organization (Figure. 6).
Stakeholder Type 1 is one with a high potential for
co-operation and low potential for threat to the
organization. The strategy here is for management to
have these stakeholders highly involved.

Stakeholder engagement is not only about glossy
presentations, good public relations or crisis
management. Lack of stakeholder engagement,
poor stakeholder engagement or mere crisis-based
communication can actually be detrimental to the
business or to the company image.

Stakeholder Type 2 is one with a low potential for
co-operation and a low potential for threat. The
appropriate management strategy here would be to
have the stakeholder closely monitored for change in
attitude.

Therefore, in order to achieve corporate responsibility
and sustainability in a complex and evolving
environment driven by multi stakeholders’ interests,
companies will have to become learning organizations
that will be aware of and process a much wider range
of information (Figure - 5).[18]

Level of Engagement

Stakeholder Type 3 is one with a high potential for
threat and a low potential for co-operation. The
non-supporting groups could include academic
economists, “free trade” public affairs groups, other
industries trading heavily with the offending foreign
firms and others. The appropriate action is for the
organization to actively defend its position.

Levels of Corporate*
Stakeholder Engagement
Contributing to
decisions

Being heard before
decisions are made

Stakeholder Type 4 is one with a high potential for
threat and a high potential for co-operation. This is
a mixed-blessing type of stakeholder. Management’s
handling of this type can make the firm either a
success or a failure.

Being told about
decisions
High
Stakeholder Salience/Capacity for Mutual Influence
*Note : This approach is specific to salient corporate stakeholders
not consultation with communities on the local project or asset level

Stakeholder
Type 2 :
Marginal

The Polonsky stakeholder grid

The relationships between a company and its
stakeholders can take different forms; from
partnership and close cooperation to open conflict and
blockage, depending on how willing the two parties
are to communicate openly, as shown in Figure. 4.

Low

Stakeholder
Type 3 :
Non-supportive

Stakeholder
Type 1 :
Supportive

Fig. 6 : The Polonsky strategic stakeholder grid [16]

It should be borne in mind that stakeholder interests
evolve over time as new information becomes public
or as scientific knowledge grows, especially in the
areas of health and safety and the environment.

Being afforded some
influence on decision
making

Stakeholder
Type 4 :
Mixed Blessing

Low

Fig. 4 : Modes of engagement between companies and
stakeholders [13]

High

Low

High

Partnership

COOPERATION

Information

Bridging

(Adapted World Bank 1999a)

Fig.5: Level of Corporate Stakeholder Engagement
(Source: Sinclair Consulting)
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Approaches to Stakeholder Engagement:

Step- I : Engagement Strategy

Traditional

Emerging

Fragmented

Integrated and
systematic

Issue based

On-going

Focus on managing
relationship

Focus on building
relationship

Emphasis on buffering
the organization

Emphasis on creating
opportunities and
mutual benefits

Linked to short-term
business goals

Linked to long term
business goals

Idiosyncratic
implementation
dependence on division
interest and personal
style of managers

Coherent approach
driven by business goals,
mission, values and
corporate strategies

With internal alignment and a common understanding
of stakeholder engagement, one can move on to
building a strategy. Where stakeholder engagement
can have the biggest impact on your strategy and
operations ,Streamline processes to define and lead
cost-effective stakeholder engagement activities.
Step-II : Stakeholder Mapping
Stakeholder mapping is a collaborative process of
research, debate, and discussion that draws from
multiple perspectives to determine a key list of
stakeholders across the entire stakeholder spectrum.
Mapping can be broken down into four phases (1.
Identifying, 2. Analyzing, 3. Mapping , 4. Prioritizing).
The process of stakeholder mapping is as important
as the result, and the quality of the process depends
heavily on the knowledge of the people participating.

(Adapted from Svendson, 1998, p.4,[19])

Stakeholder engagement is central to how the business
is conducted and is a pre-requisite for long-term
sustainability. It helps define a company’s Sustainable
development Strategy as well as how and what are
reported. It is essential that Managers understand the
issues a Company’s key stakeholders are concerned
about in order that company’s business values reflect
theirs.

Communicate

Engage

Inform

Communicate

Stakeholder Engagement Strategy: Five-Step Approach
Fig. 8: Stakeholder Engagement Quadrant Tactics [10]

Thought leaders and influencers from government,
civil society, and the private sector play an important
role in creating and maintaining business value.
As their influence evolves, companies must take a
strategic and structured approach to stakeholder
relations (Figure - 7).

Stakeholder
Mapping

Preparation

Engagement

High

e

SH5

Influenc

Expertise

Engagement
Strategy

Circle Size = Value

Action Plan

SH1

SH2
SH4
SH3

Low
Low
Fig. 7 : Five step approach of Stakeholder Engagement[10]

Willingness

High

Fig. 9: Sample Mapping: Sh1:Stakeholder 1 etc. [10]
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Step-III & IV : Preparation and Engagement

of studies have found a clear correlation between
stakeholder relationship quality and financial
performance; sustainable wealth/long-term value and
corporate reputation.

Preparation will bring your knowledge to fruition.
It will help ensure that your engagement is not an
end in itself but a means to a process of continued
dialogue with those most important to your businessyour stakeholders.

Svendsen (1998) argues the case for competitive edge
as an outcome of effective stakeholder engagement:
“as paradoxical as it sounds, one way to succeed in
a highly competitive globalised economy is to cooperate”. [19]

Depending on the scope of engagement strategy,
multiple tactics should be considered to address
different stakeholder groups simultaneously.
Objectives +
Stakeholders

Tactics

Five major ways: stakeholder engagement can
contribute to company’s Economic performance[20]

Format

Engage

• Stakeholder engagement can solve problems.
Addressing company social or environmental
impacts effectively often cannot be achieved
without the collaboration, knowledge and
expertise of stakeholders. On some issues,
stakeholder participation will be essential to the
implementation of solutions, on others they can
provide “out of the box” thinking that can lead to
innovative win-win solutions for all parties. They
also often bring a wider perspective on issues and
solutions that companies might not have access
to on their own, including knowledge of the local
context as well as better understanding of anger
expressed against the company because of its
social or environmental impacts.

Communicate

Inform

Fig. 10 : Tactics and Format for Stakeholder Engagement[10]
Tactics are high-level descriptions of how one
approaches stakeholders. It is divided into three
categories: engage, communicate, and inform: Engage
describes stakeholders with whom engagement is
necessary. Communicate describes stakeholders with
a high willingness to engage or a high level of expertise
but who have not yet participated in dialogue with
the company. Communicating more with these
stakeholders will help them value engagement.
Inform describes stakeholders who seek information
only instead of a conversation (Figure - 8, 9, 10).

• Stakeholder engagement helps management see
the future
Stakeholder familiarity with operations on the
ground might well highlight where supply chains
or company action are not consistent with company
policies, where there is potential risk or where
there are yet to be explored opportunities. More
generally, stakeholder attention to an issue can be
an early warning of evolving public expectations
and regulatory or political concern, which might
well escalate with alarming rapidity.

Step-V : Action Plan
Outcomes of engagement to respond to stakeholder
needs to be draw upon and further develop lasting
relationships. Companies often conduct engagements
but fail to document the results and act on information
gained through the exchange. In this step it needs
develop an action plan whose key aim is to translate
the findings, insights, and agreements from the
engagement into action and to communicate these
actions to your stakeholders.

• Stakeholder engagement is a facilitator of trust
By providing stakeholders with the company’s
perspective on issues and being responsive
in addressing their concerns, stakeholders
would be more likely to be cooperative rather
than confrontational. As a relationship is built,

Benefits of Stakeholder Engagement
The business benefits of effective engagement are
now well-known and well-documented. A number
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confrontation may extend to trusting cooperation
on common issues of concern, as well as enabling
stakeholders, in some cases, to understand the
limitations of corporate action.

groups with whom which would have been
difficult earlier, if not impossible. There is an
emerging role of social media for stakeholder
engagement and for businesses to communicate
their broader corporate responsibility agenda.
With preferences shifting as to how we
communicate and exchange information,
social media is becoming the transparent,
engaging, competitive advantage that business
sustainability delivers. The use of social media
such as Facebook and Twitter- are all platforms
used to create two-way engagement with
customers about its products as well as its CSR
initiatives.

• Stakeholders are potentially influential partners
Companies can work with stakeholders to shape
industry standards and, given their access to likeminded politicians and regulators, possibly have
their concerns taken into consideration in the
formulation of legislation.
• Stakeholder engagement
company’s public image

can

improve

the

Successful stakeholder engagement is likely to
reduce public criticism, thus contributing to a
positive view of the company in the eyes of all
of its stakeholders, as well as saving time and
resources spent on fighting negative campaigning.
Apart from consumers’ growing awareness of
issues of ethical conduct; there is also evidence
that a responsible public image is beneficial for the
recruitment and retention of employees.
Role of social
engagement

media

in

Conclusion:
Recent research[22] reveals how effective stakeholder
engagement significantly enhances the profitability
of projects by reducing lead-time for production.
Overtime better engagement with internal and
external stakeholders will generate efficiencies in
a Company’s internal processes, value chain and
enhanced communication with customers.

stockholder

Realizing the power of shared value will require
leaders and managers to develop new skills and
knowledge—such as understanding stakeholder
needs, interests and concerns and acquiring the ability
to Collaborate with a range of stakeholders.

As more of the world moves online, stakeholder
engagement via social media gives companies
unique opportunities to speak directly to
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Model for Stakeholder Engagement
using Social Media
Siddhartha Roychowdhury*
"Formal
stakeholder
engagement
sessions via
Social Media
provide points
of intersection
the company has
with society and
ecosystems.
The more open
and transparent
a company is the
more adaptable and
stable it is."

Abstract
An important development in stakeholder engagement since the early 1990s has been
the rapid growth in reporting to stakeholders on various performance parameters. Many
companies have found that one of the benefits of sharing credible performance information
provides a foundation for future dialogue. Formal stakeholder engagement sessions via
Social Media provide points of intersection the company has with society and ecosystems.
The opportunity to access information by leveraging the social media and listening to
sometimes critical views of stakeholders may not be very pleasant, but it does provide
firms with an opportunity to learn more about perceived problems, and can be the basis
for constructive action. These stakeholders may not always agree with the firm’s view and
may offer information that is hard to act on. Knowing this early on can save the firm from
being side-swiped and derailed later. The more open and transparent a company is the more
adaptable and stable it is.
Introduction

I

n market economies, the primary purpose of companies is to maximise shareholder
value (e.g. economic profit, share price and dividends) and are bound by legal/
regulatory obligations which address specific social and environmental issues.
For this, companies pursue competitive strategies which rely upon and develop
relationships between the corporation and its stakeholders. Since the early 1990’s,
corporate responsibility issues including the social obligations of corporations have
attained prominence in political and business debate. This is mainly in response to
corporate scandals but also due to the realisation that development centred only
on economic growth paradigms is unsustainable and therefore there is a need
for a more pro-active role by organizations in a development process aimed at
balancing economic growth with environmental sustainability and social cohesion.
Meaningful engagement occurs when organisations, aware of the changes in the
wider society and how they relate to organisational performance, choose to establish
relations with stakeholders as a means to manage the impact of those changes,
such as those created as a result of global economic downturn. Organisations can
either seek to mitigate risk through the use of stakeholder management, or exploit
these new trends to identify and establish new opportunities through the use of
meaningful stakeholder engagement; the latter is characterised by a willingness to
be open to change.

*Sr Manager (ERP), CMO, SAIL, Kolkata
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the consequences of stakeholder misalignment is the
demise of GM, for which, in part, can be attributed to a
lack of understanding with one of its core stakeholder
groups - its customers. The first signs of trouble
came in the spring of 2008 when fuel prices were
spiraling upwards. With a ¨super size¨ production
business model with vehicles such as the Hummer
and SUVs, consumers were forced to turn their backs
on these gas-guzzlers. This, coupled together with an
increasing awareness on climate change, has played
into the hands of Asian manufacturers like Toyota and
Honda for hybrid cars and knocked out every hope of
GM (and perhaps every US car manufacturer) to sell
their products.

Sustainability means having a framework in place
that is economically, socially and environmentally
sustainable, carefully considering the organisation’s
own developmental needs and the needs of its
stakeholders and continuously contributing and
leading to the improvement of society’s overall
sustainable development. Under an environment
of continuous change, organisations must recognise
strategic risk and opportunities, acquire strategic
resources, foster core abilities, thus achieving
excellent performance and growth. Organisations
must engage in dialogue and cooperation with
with its stakeholders and continue to meet their
needs to secure positive support for its growth and
development. Consumer / stakeholder engagement is
at the heart of brand innovation then they may have
a critical role in building trust through the repetition
of promises. Many organisations are confronted with
the challenge of restoring public trust / stakeholder
confidence. The brand is a powerful tool that creates
two-way conversations between consumers and
sellers.

The recent economic downturn, rather than reducing
the need for stakeholder engagement has highlighted
its critical role in times of change and uncertainty.
Recent examples of negative press regarding the
reaction of communities impacted by an organisation’s
decisions has once again highlighted the value of
stakeholder engagement e.g. the tribals of Orissa's
Niyamgiri hills rejecting Vedanta's bauxite mining
project. Such situations arise when organisations do
not actively engage but are forced to do so by the
demands of society as a result of a crisis situation.
Meaningful engagement occurs when organisations,
aware of the changes in the wider society and how
they relate to organisational performance, choose to
establish relations with stakeholders as a means to
manage the impact of those changes. Organisations
can either seek to mitigate risk through the use of
stakeholder management, or exploit these new trends
to identify and establish new opportunities through
the use of meaningful stakeholder engagement; the
latter is characterised by a willingness to be open to
change.

Organisations can no longer choose if they want to
engage with stakeholders or not, the only decision they
need to take is when and how successfully to engage.
Stakeholder engagement is premised on the notion
that ‘those groups who can affect or are affected by
the achievements of an organisation’s purpose should
be given the opportunity to comment and input
into the development of decisions that affect them.
Situations arise when organisations do not actively
engage but are forced to do so by the demands of
society as a result of a crisis situation. In response,
organisations employ crisis management techniques
and are often forced into a defensive dialogue with
stakeholders, leading to a significant and long
lasting loss of reputation. A perfect illustration on

Model for Stakeholder Engagement Using Social Media
Step 1 : Identify Key stakeholders and issues to
address for the stakeholder engagement
The firms needs to identify their stakeholders as they
do not have much ability to choose their stakeholders.
The location, scale and nature of operations will
determine who sees themselves as stakeholders.
Stakeholders will expect to be recognized when the
firm's effect on them, for better or worse, is direct or
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immediate - employees, for example. Even people
who seem to have no direct connection to the
business may consider themselves stakeholders, such
as the families of the employees and those who live in
the communities in which the business is located. A
useful technique at this stage is stakeholder mapping.
This is a way of visually representing the variety
of stakeholder relationships the firm has and their
relative proximity or strength. Some businesses use
grid diagrams while others use circles. Regardless, it
is important to include all the relationships in which
the firm affects people or they affect the firm.

difference
in wage conditions between the
permanent and contractual workers at Maruti at
Maneswar led to a striking problem)
2. The importance of the stakeholder group to
operations (for example, distributors and key
suppliers of Maruti)

Mitchell suggests that a stakeholder group has power
when it can impose its will on the firm, especially
through the control of resources, while legitimacy
implies that a stakeholder group reflects the prevailing
opinions and beliefs of society.

The firm may be contemplating stakeholder
engagement to better understand its impacts, to help
articulate its values, mission, strategy, commitments
and implementation, to facilitate a regulatory
approvals process, to participate in measurement and
reporting, to avert or solve a crisis, or to proactively
improve relationships. The reason for engaging
stakeholders will determine the style of engagement
and stakeholders' expectations, all of which could
change over time. It is important to be clear about
where each engagement fits into the big picture.

Stakeholder Typology Based on a Diagnostic of up to Three Attributes:
Perceived Power, Legitimacy and Urgency

Step 2 : Engage with Stakeholders to verify the
materiality Plan the Engagement Process

1
Dormant
Stakeholder

POWER

5
Dangerous
Stakeholder
3
Demandig
Stakeholder

URGENCY

The engagement plan should describe each
stakeholder group and any subgroups, to ensure that
the participants are representative of the group. It
should also describe existing engagement processes,
since many of these can be used as the foundation to
develop a more systemic approach. When engagement
is planned in the context of a regulatory process or
a crisis, it is crucial to ensure that the participants
have the legal and/or moral authority to speak for
their group. For engagement related to performance
measurement or organizational learning, having
representative participants is also important to
ensure reliable results. Selection of the appropriate
engagement approach is very important. This may be
focus groups, individual or small group interviews,
surveys, formal referrals, key-person meetings,
advisory councils or some other. The approach chosen
should reflect the engagement objectives, stakeholder
capacity, cost and time constraints, and whether
qualitative or quantitative information is required. A
professional facilitator or consultant can help with the
details of the engagement plan.

LEGITIMACY

7
Definitive
Stakeholder

4
Dominant
Stakeholder

6
Dependent
Stakeholder

2
Discretionary
Stakeholder

8
Non-Stakeholder

Urgency is characterised as stakeholder sensitivity
to the response time of managers. This classification
can help to assess with whom an organisation
should interact, e.g. those with power may have an
enhanced capacity to disrupt and therefore capture
public attention. Thinking broadly about stakeholders
often results in a list that is much too long to be of
any practical use. The demands on some stakeholder
groups to participate in consultation processes have
become so great that sophisticated stakeholders are
not willing to contribute much energy to processes in
which they have little influence To avoid engagement
burnout (trying to talk to too many stakeholders)
consider setting priorities, using the following criteria
as a start:

Organisations interact with their customers,
employees, suppliers and investors every day-usually
unplanned and in rather informal ways. However,
over the last five years there has been a shift for
organisations to carry out systematic stakeholder

1. The significance of the effect of the firm in the
view of the stakeholder (for example, the huge
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• Creating official micro-blog : Micro-blogs like
Twitter can help in actively open dialogue on
topics such as business services, innovation and
product development.

engagement, to help understand the perceptions and
expectations of stakeholders and create open dialogue
with them. Two-way dialogue with key stakeholders on
current or emerging issues is important in identifying
risk and in developing responsible business strategy,
providing organisations with valuable insights that
enable them to determine whether perception really
does match reality. By approaching it as a two-way
conversation enables companies to get vital feedback
on business performance and it can shape the future
success of the company. There can be a wide range of
engagement approaches. There is no “one size fits all.”

• Website Publishing : Organisations can publish
the relevant issues generate discussions on topics
such as product features and development.
Active Dialogue: Online social network sites like
Facebook etc can help in starting an online dialogue
for listening to stakeholders opinions and ideas.

Social Media Landscape

The digital revolution presents a new opportunity for
organisations wanting to engage with stakeholders.
Corporate engagement through social media
(such as YouTube, Facebook and Twitter) can be
harnessed to great effect – enabling organisations and
stakeholders to share opinions, insights, experiences
and perspectives with each other. "It requires a
greater investment of time and resources to actively
engage with stakeholders - but it's an investment that
ultimately leads to improved decision-making and
helps make you a better company", remarked Will
Swope, VP of Sustainability

Publish
MMO

Social
Games

Bargaining Power
of Suppliers

Rivalry within an
Industry

Discuss

Social
Media
Social
Networks

Virtual
Worlds

Livecast

Microblog
Lifestream

The emergence of the social media have brought new
approached to corporate stakeholder engagement
Traditional Approach

Porter’s Five Forces Model Plus Social Contract
Bargaining
Power of Customers

Share

Using Social media as a tool for
stakeholder engagement

Threat of
New Entrants

Threat of
Substitute Products

Fragmented

Continuous and Integrated

Issue Based

On going and continuously
evolving

Emphasis on

Pressure from the
Social Contract

identified objectives
by organisation

Social media helps to identify
new
vis

evolving

issues

vis-à-

and

hence

environment

emphasis is on issues identified

The key to success in harnessing social media to
drive green messages are authenticity, participatory
and ubiquity. Companies that are committed to real,
embedded sustainability have already accepted
these virtues, as they are key components of
stakeholder engagement. ¨The digital economy is
shifting the power in society - bringing with it a new
era of transparency¨, advised Santiago Gowl and
VP of Brand Development and Global Corporate
Responsibility at Unilever. In order to be effective
stakeholder engagement cannot be a bolt on – it has to
be part of the DNA. Leveraging on new social media,
some of these channels can be used for stakeholder
engagement:

by stakeholder besides objectives
identified by organization
Focus on managing

Focus on building relationships

relationship
Linked to short-term

Linked to long term

business goals

sustainability of the organization

Implementation

Continuous

dependent on
divisional interests
and personal style of
managers

connect

approach driven by stakeholders
interests,

environment

&

business goals, mission, values
and corporate strategy
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Use of the social media as a engagement tool leads to :

• Social media helps early issues identification
and facilitates a more consultative, collaborative
approach to the development of relationships with
stakeholders

themselves and stakeholders, which may not at first
appear obvious. This can provide a way through an
apparent ‘mismatch’ of interests, leading to a win-win
outcome. If this kind of research can be proactively
completed ahead of consultation then the ‘entrance
into engagement’ may be more successful, as well as
‘setting the right tone’ for the whole process. This may
even assist in avoiding, or reducing, the incidents of
failed engagements when both orone party feel there
is no point in continuing a consultation as the ‘gap’
between the parties is perceived to be irreconcilable.

Step 3 : Strategy development focused on priorities

Step 4 :

Entering into engagement in a spirit of respect and
openness will increase the opportunities for mutual
benefit. When inviting stakeholders to participate, be
clear about the degree of influence they will have and
commit to it. Nothing is more likely to destroy trust
and discourage future engagement than revealing
part way into an engagement process that the key
decisions have already been made. Organisations
should dedicate time and resources in attempting
to recognise possible commonalities between

Stakeholder engagement is only the first of many steps
in building trust and confidence with stakeholders.
All stakeholders will want to know that their concerns
have been heard and, ideally, embraced upon.
Closing the loop is perhaps the most critical step of
the stakeholder engagement process. However, as
corporate responsibility often deals with intangible
or, at least, difficult to quantify risks it becomes even
more problematic to make sure all the numbers add
up to deliver the result stakeholders supposedly want.

• A more unified
engagement.

approach

to

stakeholder

• Aligned with corporate strategic imperatives and
integrated with existing systems.
• Subject to continuous performance evaluation.

Employees

Shareholders and
Investors

Government and
Regulators

Translating Stakeholder Dialogue into Practice

Employee Participation in Company Business
Employee Rights Protection
Employee Professional Career Development
A Harmonious Work Environment and
Reduce Work Stress

CEO Mailbox
Employee Representative Convention
Training
Performance Communication

Asset Protection and Growth
Preventing Operational Risk
Explore New Markets and
Opportunities

Periodic Reports and Announcements
Shareholder Meetings
Investor Meetings

Implementing Corporate Social Responsibility
Legally-Compliant Business Operations
Contributing to Social Harmony

Corporate Social Responsibility Training
Related Forums
Social Responsibility Dialogue between
Enterprises
Daily Reports

Engagement
Approaches

Key Stakeholders

Expectations

Customers

Improving Network Quality
Supporting Communication during Emergencies
Optimising Customer Service
Information Security and Privacy Protection
Controlling Spam and Unhealthy Content

Value Chain Partners

Community and
Environment

CEO Mailbox
Customer Day
10086 Hotline
Online Customer Service and sales Outlets

Industry Development Prospects and Potential
Opportunities
Collective Research and Development Experience
Sharing
Development of a Responsible Supply Chain

Mobile Apps Develops Meetings
Daily Dialogue
Evaluation Assessments
Supplier Post-Change Evaluation

Optimising EMF Management
Improving the lives of Disadvantaged Groups
Aiding Community Development
Energy Conservation, Emissions Reduction and
Environmental Protection

Official Microblog
Public Benefit/Philanthropic Project Platforms
Community Engagement Activities
Charity Promotion Activities
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Step 5 :

Review and Report Performance to Stakeholders

regarding the quality of the engagement process
and concomitant achievements. Many social ratings
agencies tend to focus heavily on analysis of external
communications of organisations when rating
stakeholder relations, which does not necessarily
reflect the true nature of the relationships with
stakeholders.

After the dialogue and engagement process have
commenced and there is agreement by both the
company and the stakeholders on the approach
and deliverables, it is important for the participating
parties to deliver on their engagement commitments.
The dialogue should be maintained in accordance
with the process that has been endorsed.

T PERFORMANCE
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& R AKEHOLDERS
W
T
VIE TO S
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Because the quality of relationships between
stakeholders and organisations can vary over time
and because the intensity of engagement fluctuates, it
is important to regularly review the state of relations
with critical stakeholder groups to analyse their level
of satisfaction. A yearly perception survey carried
out by an independent third party, with a standard
set of questions and initial baseline data to allow
benchmarking, can help managers to assess the impact
and achievements of engagement. Such a survey can
provide valuable information on the approximation
of stakeholder satisfaction levels and how and why
they move over time, providing a basis upon which
managers can make adjustments to their engagement
process.
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Conclusion

The development of meaningful relations should
add value to the organisation’s operations by
reducing constraints on business and increasing the
license to operate, allowing it to plan for the future,
minimising risks and enhancing opportunities by
better understanding the fast-changing scenarios
(Political, Economic, Social, Technological etc.) and
enabling it to better understand critics and potentially
refute, convince or address criticisms. Furthermore it
will enable organisations to reassure stakeholders that
they are on top of issues, and in some cases, be essential
for solving problems. It is, therefore, justifiable in
terms of time, money and effort expended in their
development and maintenance.

Stakeholder engagement is essential to business
strategy and success since it provides important
information about the evolving expectations of
many of the actors who matter to the future of a
company. Stakeholder engagement helps companies
identify the most relevant sustainability issues and
help it to prioritize challenges and opportunities.
Stakeholder information makes organisations
better understand what actions to take and what
priorities to make. Stakeholder engagement helps
organisations in building trust, and that through the
adoption of a collaborative / cooperative relationship
with stakeholders, organisations can more easily
distinguish challenges, opportunities and weaknesses
related to its vision.

As part of this process it is important to collect a
wide range of views above and beyond the business,
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"There are a lot
of aspects of the
progress, operation
and administration
of Ecotourism that
need be sustained
and regulated
through strategic
stakeholder
engagement
programmes in
order to safeguard
the biodiversity,
societies, tourists
and the interest of
corporate houses."

Abstract
The Ecotourism have almost tripled over the past three decades in most developed and newly
built-up countries. There are a lot of aspects of the progress, operation and administration of
Ecotourism that need be sustained and regulated through strategic stakeholder engagement
programmes in order to safeguard the biodiversity, societies, tourists and the interest of
corporate houses.
This paper proposes to focus on the role and challenges of planning and execution of
stakeholder engagement in order to spur up the growth sustainability of ecotourism in India.
It further highlights the impact of fast changing tourist’s demands which opens the plethora
of business opportunities for the smart eco-tourism global players. The descriptive analysis
method have been adopted to evaluate the symbiotic effect of stakeholder engagement in
nurturing the sustainable development of ecotourism sector in India This Paper attempts
to highlight the role of stakeholder engagement in cultivating sustainable development
in competitive edge of eco-tourism sector in India. Based on the data collected through
secondary sources this paper makes an assessment of the role of stakeholder engagement in
ecotourism sector to nurture growth sustainability.

Introduction

S

ustainable development is tentative with recognizing economic, environmental
and societal development factors, rendering for fulfilling the present needs of
gennext Indians without hampering the welfare of future generations. Sustainability
concept now becomes the latest buzzword in the field of tourism and hospitality.
In 21st century’s global competitive scenario with the rising awareness for green
movement tourism industry has realized the need for a socially and ecologically
compassionate alternative tourism (Berry and Ladkin, 1997).Consequently eco
tourism concept emerge as a tool preserving the natural diversity and welfare of
local & rural community. According to Godfrey (1998) sustainability has apparently
been endorsed as the innovative approach to arrest tourism’s damaging effects.
Therefore ecotourism is a niche approach that evolved because of intensified
societal demands for sustainable eco-friendly tourism business. It attempts to
offer tourism products and services while complaining with the environmental
social and economic aspects of Indian consumers. Nevertheless, previous research
*Research Scholar, KIIT School of Management, KIIT University, Bhubaneswar
**Research Scholar, KIIT School of Management, KIIT University, Bhubaneswar
***Jr Manager, Mechanical, Bhushan Steel Ltd., Dhenkanal
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stakeholders yields numerous benefits, including
biodiversity conservation a social security license to
function and job scopes for local youth participation,
augmented knowledge and information transition
and dispute alleviation. Therefore there are some
risk factor associated with stakeholder engagement
along with uncovering challenges that a firm may
favour to avoid increasing cases of equity and power,
illuminating clash and initiating long term changes
scheduled to the company’s operations all show major
challenges to the tourism and hospitality providers.

studies propose that it is complicated to lever the
three dimensions of sustainable development,
signaling that trade-offs may take place. Astourism
providers are able to impact local socio-economic
progress and prosperity, it is of great concern to
scrutinize how they handle sustainable development
with the effective employment
of stakeholder
engagement porgrammes. And more exclusively
supply to trade-offs between the social and economic
environmental supports of sustainable development
in the eco-tourism sector in India. Sustainable
growth and development – a quite hot and burning
conception, however normally accepted was
suggested by the World Commission on Environment
and Development in 1987 as “development that
convenes the requirements and wants of the present
population without compromising the capability of
future generations to fulfil their own desires”. This
idea was drafted in the previous years in reaction to
biodiversity and natural resources concerns. As per the
World Tourism Organization "sustainable ecotourism
has been deliberated to handle all resources, such as
aesthetic social and economic needs to be satisfied,
while sustaining cultural uprightness, biological
diversity, indispensable ecological processes and
life support systems ". United Nations Environment
Programme and world Tourism Organization (1995)
again simplified sustainable tourism as “tourism that
takes full account of its current and future economic,
social and environmental impacts, addressing the
needs of visitors, the industry, and the environment
and host communities. Hence, ecotourism can be
considered as environmentally responsible travel and
visitation to relatively undisturbed natural areas, in
order to enjoy and appreciate nature that promotes
conservation, has low negative visitor impact, and
provides for beneficially active socio-economic
involvement of local populations” (IUCN, 1996).

This research paper has aimed at evaluating and
analyzing the subsequent research question; “How
do ecotourism companies strategize the stakeholder
engagement initiatives to manage and sustain
the social, economic and environmental forays of
sustainable development?”.And with the purpose
of
probing how ecotourism firms administer
the dynamics of employees volunteering and
engagement to create sustainable development and
socioeconomic and environmental concerns in Indian
ecotourism sector. This qualitative study was executed
in the context of ecotourism service providers in
Indian cities through the analysis and evaluation of
the secondary data and facts. The secondary data
collected on the stakeholder engagement with respect
to sustainable development has been evaluated
with orientation to a pre-established conceptual
framework. This research has revealed that ecotourism
firms are actively engaging employees and partners
in diverse initiatives promoting the idea of growth
inclusivity and sustainable development. The
ecotour service providers handle the social, economic
and environmental concerns through different
engagement schemes and initiatives. An excerpt that
can be resultant of this research study is that all key
elements of human capital in an organization are
imperative to acknowledge. On the other hand, this is
thorny to accomplish the goal as the three dimensions
are a bit contradicting.

Tiny, sustainable companies indulged in organic
farming, ecotourism, cultural tourism, and sustainable
forestry are contingent on natural assets for their
practicability. Recognizing and engaging stakeholders
are two factors imperative to growth sustainability.
Many Indian service providers do not take on
stakeholder engagement initiatives due to thoughts
of huge expenses incurred and managerial ignorance
of shareholder engagement theory. Appealing

Stakeholder Engagement in eco-tourism Sector: A
Brief Analysis
Stakeholder engagement is the process by which an
organization involves people who may be affected
by the decisions it makes or can influence the
implementation of its decisions.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stakeholder_engagement)
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enriched with natural resources, scenic beauty and
cultural heritage having enormous scope for tourism
inflow. Eco-tourism contributes to conservation of
biodiversity; sustains the well-being of local people;
involves responsible action on the part of tourist and
the tourism industry; promotes small industries;
conservation of natural resources; poverty alleviation
and business opportunities for the local community.
However there is a need for collaborative creativity
among the tourism organization, government and
the local community and other stakeholders for
the development of eco tourism sector. According
to United Nations World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO) stakeholders in tourism destinations are
tourism professionals, public authorities, as well as
the press and other media. Whereas ECOFIN defines
“stakeholders in the tourism industry are deemed
to be anyone who is impacted on by development
positively or negatively and as a result it reduces
potential conflict between the tourists and host
community by involving the latter in shaping the
way in which tourism develops”. Today there is
more need for stakeholder involvement in decision
making and planning in tourism landscape. As
per the view of Jamal and Getz (1995) the need to
increase the involvement of all persons affected
by tourism developments is impending. Figure-1
depicts various stakeholders in the field of tourism
(Buhalis, 2000).

Stakeholders also can be defined as any group
or individual who can affect or is affected by the
achievement of the organization’s objectives (Freeman,
1984). Today’s business environment is very complex
with many stakeholders. It is not only sufficient to
be concerned about the employees and customers
but there is also need for the involvement of media ,
government, NGOs, SHGs and lastly the environment
(Lane, 2006 and Fukukawa & Gray, 2007).
Presently stakeholder engagement plays a significant
role in corporate social responsibility (CSR) and
corporate philanthropy for achieving growth
sustainability of business organizations. Many
business firms nowadays engage their stakeholders
for sustainable development purposes. However
stakeholder engagement is not only restricted to CSR
activities but also used as public private partnership
tool to solve intricate issues. Stakeholder engagement
plays an active role in service sector by involving
people beyond employees for the stake of societal
benefit and development. Stakeholder engagement
is often practiced nowadays by many organizations
including government and non - governmental NGOs
, service industries to align business practices with
societal needs and expectations which drives longterm sustainability and shareholder value. Moreover,
the sole objective of stakeholder engagement is
to nurture sustainability through working in a
synergistic approach.
Stakeholder engagement and growth sustainability
in eco-tourism sector:

Resident
Population

Ecotourism is a sub-component of the field of
sustainable tourism (Tuğba Kiper, 2013). UNWTO
defined “sustainable tourism as application guidelines
and management practices to all forms of tourism
in all types of destinations, including mass tourism
and the various niche tourism segments”. According
to Lorch et al. (1995) “the objective of a sustainable
tourism development policy is the lasting fulfillment
of the ecological, economic and socio-cultural
functions”. Ecotourism is widely acceptable in global
arena for strategizing sustainable development,
growth inclusivity and conservation of flora & fauna
of the country. Ecotourism along with agro and
village tourism are the changing dynamics of global
tourism industry. In India there are number of places

Tourists

Tourism
Activity

Natural Resources

Interests &
Benefits

Tour
Operators

Pubilc Sector
and Government

Source : Adapted by Buhalis (2000, p.99)

Fig. 1 : Stakeholders in Tourism
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Thus; tourism & hospitality firms, government
agencies, local community and tourists should
be engaged properly to nurture and preserve
ecological diversity. In present scenario there are
number of sustainable tourism projects have already
been implemented on the basis of stakeholder
engagement programme in India. Many PPP projects
in tourism sector also initiated for creating eco
tourism spots, developing destinations, renovation
of infrastructures, new product development as well
as local community employment. Multi stakeholder
partnership programmes also helpful in creating
environmental awareness and ensure smooth flow of
operation in ecotourism sector. For the encouragement
of stakeholders and promotion of ecotourism Ministry
of Tourism has initiated different schemes and awards
in Tourism sectors. The ecotourism society is solely
dedicated towards the endorsement of sustainable
tourism landscape in India. Moreover, initiatives
like skill enhancement and training programmes for
the local youth can create enormous employment
opportunity in ecotourism destinations.

Skill enhancement programmes like tour guide &
housekeeping training can be deployed to the rural
youth to engage them in various ecotour sites. In
village tourism centre short stay facilities also can be
provided with all modern facilities to the visitors from
different corner of the world. Handicrafts and organic
products can be promoted in form of small vending
zones. Furthermore, issues related to protection
of flora and fauna should be strictly followed by
stakeholders of the state.
Stakeholder participation for sustainable tourism
development : Issues and Challenges
Ecotourism in India has emerged with its brand
equity through investing and capitalizing on tapping,
exploring and exploiting various human capitals in
multidimensional fields. The synergistic partnership
and impact of stakeholder engagement has become a
strategic mantra for achieving growth sustainability
and inclusivity for the ecotourism sector. Stakeholder
engagement and participation if properly employed
in tourism sector it can be acted as a powerful tool for
accomplishing global competiveness.

Strategizing stakeholder engagement in ecotourism:

While executing and implementing stakeholder
participation programmes in tourism industry; it
has to face many challenges and difficulties due to
demographic and psychographic diversities of Indian
society. The prime challenge for ecotourism firms is to
change the attitude and perception of the employees,
management, partners and local community with
respect to rising trend of stakeholder engagement
and volunteering for the sustainable growth. These
challenges can be tackled through effective planning
and motivating each and every human resources of
the hospitality sector. On the other hand to achieve
sustainable growth, it is highly essential to incorporate
volunteering attitude among the stakeholders for the
development of eco tourist centers.

For developing a sustainable tourism approach
stakeholder participation and engagement strategies
can effectively leads to holistic tourism inflow to the
economy.
Tourism Department and department of Forestry can
conduct regular meetings with the key stakeholders
of tourism including policy makers, NGOs, tour
facilitators, village panchayat and to monitor and
evaluate the running projects. Partnership also need
to be established among tour operators, NGOs, SHGs
and local mass for the development and management
of eco tourism destinations. Many developmental
programmes in eco tourism field can be established
through public-people-private partnerships or
PPP+P mode. Tourism education providers also can
involve young mass from both rural as well as urban
sector to engage in eco tourism sector. Eco awareness
programmes like encouraging recycling and reusing
of resources, green consciousness as well as feeling of
trust and relationship among the staff and tourists,
etc. can be implemented to make the successful eco
tourism (Bhimrao, 2013).

Conclusion
In present scenario India is going to be the tourist
paradise not only for its architectural magnetism and
spiritual culture but also for its ecological biosphere
and natural diversity. The speedy development of
environmental friendly tourism and hospitality has
propelled reforms in Indian tourism sector. There are
huge number of eco resorts and green tourism hubs are
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development from endorsement of the project to
planning, executing, development, marketing as well
as monitoring. The companies should be empowered
to utilize
their rights to formulate structural
frameworks ensuring conformity from the tourism
industry under the supervision of government
and need to be drawn from the multi-faceted
environmental issues. Moreover, stakeholders should
be educated on the topics that are to be addressed
in the decision making process (Kruja and Hasaj,
2010). In addition to this motivational and awareness
programmes should be initiated for the local mass
for the preservation of tourism spots and security
concern of the tourists .

uprising in different states of India. India is looking for
innovative programmes in this area will benefit both
the researchers as well as businessmen. The fortitude
of providing with better understanding of stakeholder
engagement and creating employability for trade
in global as well as in-house ecotourism sector. The
gennext youth of modern India are having colossal
talent and potential, they are highly productive,
fanatical to deliver quality services, aim at quick
promotions and committed for work. Auspiciously
hospitality & tourism sector has a lot to deliver for
all. Sustainable development in ecotourism can be
accessed from varied perspective. Looking through
the glasses, sustainable eco-tourism refers to its global
competitiveness, the power of appeal and penetration
to visitors to preserve tourists to sustain their cultural
integrity and keep a balance with the environment
with inclusive participation of stakeholders.

There were two foremost limitations of the research
study. First, the time restriction was worsen by
limitations in terms of accessibility and mobility to
the public. Nevertheless, comprehensive studies
are also needed with respect to the viability of
stakeholder engagement as a strategy for sustainable
development to settle on whether ecotourism projects
can be continued over time without nurturing into
profit earning tourism. In this respect, the work in
this research is presented as an enticement for further
debate not a state-of-the-art statement on how
impact of stakeholder engagement on sustainable
eco-tourism should be analyzed and tacit but rather a
self-conscious and somewhat investigational attempt
to broaden our approach and thinking to the field
of sustainable ecotourism. It is expected that this
paper will motivate innovative approaches to social
leadership and advocate more participatory and
locally feasible alternatives to top-down centralized
and holistic forms of tourism administration.

In terms of ecological, sustainable tourism has
to gratify the holistic needs of tourists, but also
the areas receiving, on environmental objectives,
resource management, social & aesthetic all without
endangering protection of biological, social and
environmental aspect. The new reforms hospitality
through stakeholder engagement via Atithi Devo
Bhavais encapsulated in every Indian. All we need is
manifestation in one’s mind for career and life with
quality tourism education yielding to sustainable
productivity. Stakeholder engagement in Eco tourism
development comes under the purview of these
concepts and thus strategy formation by the local
self government agency is crucial. The stakeholder
engagement and volunteering is required to be
involved in all level of sustainable ecotourism
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Stakeholder Engagement for Sustainable Growth:
Engagement Strategies for Effective
Project Implementation
"When
stakeholders
are involved
in the future
planning of any
organization, they
have the feeling
and the desire
to take personal
responsibility in
its growth."

P V S Sarma*

Abstract
An attempt has been made in this article to explain the concept of Stakeholder Engagement,
its importance for sustainable growth of organization, the process and key components of
stakeholder engagement and strategies for effective implementation particularly in the area
of project Management. Real life examples of successful engagement and consequence of
neglecting stakeholder engagement have been provided. Adequate emphasis has been given
for the consultation process.
Introduction

S

takeholder Engagement is an important activity where all the major stakeholders
are consulted and involved in the running of an organization or when
major changes/expansions are being made in the organization for its sustained
performance and growth. Stakeholder engagement helps in identifying the areas
of concern and those areas that need improvement and to formulate strategies to
tackle the challenges that arise from within the organization or externally.
The main aim behind all this involvement is to encourage growth and sustainability
of the organization by balancing stakeholders’ expectations and at the same time
maintaining the long term sustainability of the organization. When stakeholders
are involved in the future planning of any organization, they have the feeling and
the desire to take personal responsibility in its growth.
Nowadays, the term “stakeholder engagement” is emerging as a means of
describing a broader, more inclusive, and continuous process between a company
and those potentially impacted and this process encompasses a range of activities
and approaches, and spans the entire life of a project.
Importance of Stakeholder Engagement
Stakeholder engagement is relevant to any type of organization: business,
manufacturing, public or private. It is particularly important in the context of
running an organization responsibly and is the foundation of Corporate Social

*Formerly Addl. Director (HRD), MTI, SAIL, Ranchi & Presently Freelance Corporate Trainer & Consultant
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Responsibility. An organization can not be serious
about Corporate Responsibility unless it is serious
about stakeholder engagement and vice versa. If
Corporate Responsibility is about minimizing
negative and maximizing positive environmental
and social impacts, then stakeholder engagement is
one of the cores kills and key activities which enable
this to happen successfully and effectively. When
organizations don’t engage stakeholders successfully,
they can lose out. When organizations do engage
successfully, it is a win-win situation for business as
well as society.

Pharma, National Dairy Development Corporation,
Mahindra & Mahindra,
SAIL, BHEL, NTPC, etc in our country are very good
examples of positive results from effective stakeholder
management.
If organizations are effective in their stakeholder
engagement, new ways will open up to improve
organization’s
performance
and
reputation.
Stakeholder engagement should be taken seriously
to survive and achieve sustainable growth in the
current economic climate. Stakeholder engagement
is essential to business strategy and success since it
provides important information about the evolving
expectations of many of the stakeholders who matter
to the future of a company.

A perfect illustration on the consequences of
stakeholder misalignment is the fall of GM, for which,
in part, can be attributed to a lack of understanding
with one of its core stakeholder groups - its customers.
The first signs of trouble came in 2008 when fuel
prices were spiraling upwards. With a ¨super size¨
production business model with vehicles such as
the Hummer and SUVs, consumers were forced
to turn their backs on these gas-guzzlers. This,
coupled together with an increasing awareness on
climate change, has played into the hands of Asian
manufacturers like Toyota and Honda for hybrid cars
and knocked out every hope of GM to sell its products.

Of course, many organizations interact with
their customers, employees, suppliers, investors,
government representatives, local leaders, etc., –
usually unplanned and in rather informal ways.
However, over the last five years there has been a shift
for organizations to carry out systematic stakeholder
engagement, to help understand the perceptions
and expectations of stakeholders and create open
dialogue with them Nadine B. Hack, CEO of “Because
Global Consulting, Newyork, USA”and consultant to
Fortune 500 companies like Coca-cola, Unilever, etc.,
in the area of Strategic Relationship Engagement
(SRE) states in her article titled “ Value of Strategic
Relationship Engagement (SRE) in the 21st century,
“By developing productive rapport with internal
and external stakeholders a company increases its
bottom-line success and its strategic impact, while
often simultaneously heightening its status as a good
corporate citizen.”(2)

As organizations do engage effectively with
stakeholders, it can be a win-win for business and the
society as demonstrated by the following newspaper
headlines(1):
Wal-Mart and leading suppliers form council for
fostering green job creation - The World’s largest
retailer announces formation of a supplier council to
stimulate and retool America’s workforce- GreenBizz
03-12-08
Starbucks to promote Ethiopia’s farmers and their
coffee- Starbucks and Ethiopian government have
reached an agreement over the distribution, marketing
and licensing of Ethiopian coffee – BBC 21-06-07

Who are stakeholders?
The theoretical foundations of stakeholder
engagement are found in the stakeholder theory
popularized by Professor Ed Freeman’s 1984 book
“Strategic Management”. In this classic formulation of
stakeholder theory, Freeman defined stakeholders as
“any group or individual who can affect or be affected
by the achievement of an organization’s purpose”
and classified the main categories of stakeholders
as “Financiers, Employees, Customers, suppliers
and communities. The basic premise of Freeman’s

US technology giants Microsoft Corp., Google Inc.,
and Yahoo Inc. in talks with other Internet Companies
and human right groups - Reached an agreement on
a voluntary code of conduct for activities in China and
other restrictive countries - Reuters 05-08-08
The success and sustained growth of organizations
like Hindusthan Unilever, Reliance Industries, GSK
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stakeholder theory is that the management should
not relegate the organization’s effect on stakeholders
to the status of “Externalities” as irrelevant to its main
objective of shareholder value maximization, but
should view stakeholders as having intrinsic value of
their own.(3)

or to expand the existing capacity, companies initiate
projects either at new locations or at the existing
locations by acquiring more land. Time-bound
completion of the projects, commissioning in time
and stabilization of operations as per plan are of vital
importance to get envisaged return on investment.
This article specifically deals with the strategies
and steps to be followed for effective stakeholder
engagement for successful project management.

Stakeholders are persons or groups who are directly
or indirectly affected by a project, as well as those
who may have interests in a project and/or the
ability to influence its outcome, either positively or
negatively. Stakeholders may include locally affected
communities or individuals and their formal and
informal representatives, national or local government
authorities, politicians, religious leaders, civil society
organizations and groups with special interests, the
academic community, or other businesses.

Stakeholder engagement - Process and key components
1. Stakeholder Identification & Analysis
The first step in the process of stakeholder engagement
is stakeholder identification–determining who your
project stakeholders are, and their key groupings
and sub-groupings. While identifying affected
stakeholders, it is necessary that first the project’s
geographic sphere of influence is delineated,
considering not only the primary project site(s) but
also all related facilities like roads, rail-routes, water
& electricity supply lines as well as areas potentially
affected by unplanned but predictable developments
during the progress of the project. This process will
begin to reveal those most directly affected by the
project, whether from the use of land at the project
site or the effects of air and water emissions, from offsite transportation of hazardous materials, or even the
socio-economic effects of job creation through out the
supply chain. By mapping the sphere of influence of
different types of environmental and social impacts,
the project company can begin to identify distinct
groups by impact area, and from this prioritize
stakeholders for consultation. While priority should
be given to individuals and groups in the project area
who are directly and adversely affected, drawing the
line between who is affected and who is not can be
challenging. Even with the best of efforts, problems
can arise. Communities lying just outside of the
designated project impact area can “perceive” impacts
or feel they have been arbitrarily excluded from project
benefits. For these reasons, defining stakeholders too
narrowly should also be avoided.

The “stake” each of these different individuals or
groups has in a project or investment will vary. For
example, there may be people directly affected by the
potential environmental or social impacts of a project,
like in the shelved Lanjigarh Bauxite Mining Project
of Vedanta Resources. Others may be resident in
another country altogether, but wish to communicate
their concerns or suggestions to the project company,
as in the recent problems of quality of products of
Ranbaxy Laboratories ltd. Then there are those who
might have great influence over the project, such as
government regulators, political or religious leaders,
NGOs and others active in the local community.
There are also stakeholders who, because of their
knowledge or stature, can contribute positively to the
project, for example, by acting as an honest broker
in mediating relationships. A good example for this
is the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Project, where in
experts like former President of India Dr A P J Kalam
and former chairman of Atomic Energy Commission,
Dr Srinivasan, etc. helped in convincing the society
and agitators about the benefits from the project and
its high levels of safety. Shareholders, employees,
customers, suppliers, contractors, and trade unions are
other stakeholders who have important influence in
sustained performance and growth of organizations.

From this flows stakeholder analysis, a more in-depth
look at stakeholder group interests, how they will
be affected and to what degree, and what influence
they could have on your project. The answers to these

While effective engagement is essential with all the
stakeholders for sustained performance and growth
of any organization, it is of primary importance in
project management. To increase production capacities
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questions will provide the basis from which to build
your stakeholder engagement strategy. Here it is
important to keep in mind that not all stakeholders
in a particular group or sub-group will necessarily
share the same concerns or have unified opinions or
priorities.

information in a manner that is understandable to
the stakeholders is an important first (and ongoing)
step in the process of stakeholder engagement. All
subsequent activities, like consultation, negotiation
and resolution of grievances, will be more constructive
if stakeholders, including affected communities,have
accurate and timely information about the project,
its impacts,and any other aspects that may have an
effect on them..Appropriate Communication must be
continued throughout the project cycle.

Adequate time must be invested in identifying the
stakeholders, prioritizing them and assessing their
interests & concerns. Land acquisition, obtaining
environmental clearance, cooperation of local
population, availability of the required human
resource, etc, are important issues which need effective
strategies for fruitful engagement with the respective
stakeholders. Other stakeholders like equipment
suppliers, material suppliers, local government
authorities, local leaders/politicians/opinion makers,
etc., also need continuous engagement.

Identifying
stakeholder
representatives
and
consulting with and through them can be an efficient
way to disseminate information to large numbers
of stakeholders and receive information from them.
When working to determine representatives, however,
there are many factors worth consideration. First, it
should be ensured that these individuals are indeed
true advocates of the views of their constituents,
and can be relied upon to faithfully communicate
the results of engagement with the project company
back to their constituents. It may be advisable to talk
directly to a sample of project-affected people to
verify whether, the right representatives have been
engaged.

It is not practical, and usually not necessary, to
engage with all stakeholder groups with the same
level of intensity all the time. Being strategic and
clear as to whom you are engaging with and why,
before jumping in, can help save both time and
money. This requires prioritizing your stakeholders
and, depending on who they are and what interests
they might have, figuring out the most appropriate
ways to engage. Stakeholder analysis should assist
in this prioritization by assessing the significance
of the project to each stakeholder group from their
perspective, and vice versa. It is important to keep
in mind that the situation is dynamic and that both
stakeholders and their interests might change over
time, in terms of level of relevance to the project and
the need to actively engage at various stages. For
example, some stakeholders will be more affected by
a particular phase of a project, such as construction
activities, while others may be affected during
operation stage. As such it is necessary to prioritize
these stakeholders from time to time at various stages
of the project on the basis of importance and allocate
time and resources for effective engagement.

Legitimate stakeholder representatives could be:
 Elected representatives of regional, local, and
village councils
 Traditional representatives,
headmen or tribal leaders

such

as

village

 Leaders (chairmen, directors) of local cooperatives,
other community-based organizations, local
NGOs, local women’s groups, trade unions, etc
 Politicians and local government officials
 School teachers
 Religious leaders
Broadening channels of communication, using
direct verification from time to time, and not being
overly reliant on a single source for intermediation
can help with transparency and accountability.
Good practice involves taking steps to increase
transparency and accountability as a means of
promoting understanding about your project and
engendering public trust. Lack of information can
lead to the spread of misinformation about a project
that can be both damaging to a company’s reputation,

2. Information Disclosure and Effective Communication
Effective Communication of the company’s plans and
proposals to the stakeholders early in the decision
making stage, in meaningful and accessible methods
is of paramount importance. Communicating such
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and undermine efforts to engage in an informed
dialogue with stakeholders. Stakeholders must be
given the information they need to participate in the
consultation and negotiation in an informed manner.
Meaningful information must be provided in a format
and language readily understandable and appropriate
to the target stakeholder group. The information
provided should enable people and organizations to
make informed judgments about changes that will
affect them.

create understanding about the project among those
it will likely affect or interest, and to learn how the
stakeholders view the project and its attendant risks,
impacts, opportunities, and mitigation measures.
Listening to stakeholder concerns and feedback can
be a valuable source of information that can improve
project design and outcomes and help a company to
identify and control external risks. It can also form
the basis for future collaboration and partnerships.
For stakeholders, a company’s consultation process
is an opportunity to get information, as well as to
apprise the company about the local context in which
a project will take place, to raise issues and concerns,
ask questions, and potentially help shape the project
by making suggestions for the company to consider
and respond to.

It is advisable to disclose information via public
meetings, smaller gatherings of specific stakeholder
sub-groups, through the use of individual conduits
and intermediaries (such as the head of a local
village council, or church or traditional leaders), or
through the dissemination of a summary of the key
information in the local language, for example via the
newsprint and broadcast media, road side displays, or
direct mail.

The Process of Consultation with stakeholders
Planning
For projects with multiple stakeholder groups and
issues, preparing a formal Stakeholder Engagement
Plan in advance is advisable. It is useful to think about
who needs to be consulted, over what topics, and for
what purpose?

There will be situations in which disclosing certain
types of information at sensitive stages in the project
cycle may have risks. Reasons for non-disclosure might
include: commercial confidentialities and proprietary
information, information of a personal privacy, safety,
or individual security nature; or situations where
releasing information very early in the development
of a project might unnecessarily raise public
expectations, cause speculative behavior, or create
unnecessary fears. However, considerations for nondisclosure need to be weighed against the need for
stakeholder groups to be informed in order to protect
their interests. In general, companies committed to
transparency and accountability help promote the
long-term profitability of their investments.

A good Stakeholder Engagement Plan should consist of:
• Details of regulatory, lender, company, and/or other
requirements for consultation and disclosure.
• Prioritized list of identified key stakeholder groups
and the objectives of consultation.
• A strategy and timetable for sharing information
and consulting with each of these groups.
• Details of resources and responsibilities for
implementing stakeholder engagement activities.

3. Consultation with Stakeholders

• A plan for incorporating stakeholder engagement
activities into company’s management system.
The scope and level of detail of the plan should be
scaled to fit the needs of the project (or company
operations).

Consultation is a two-way process of dialogue
between the project company and its stakeholders.
Stakeholder consultation is really about initiating and
sustaining constructive external relationships over
time. Companies that start the process early and take
a long-term, strategic view are, in essence, developing
their local “social license to operate.”

Process
There is no one right way of undertaking consultation.
Given its nature, the process will always be contextspecific. This means that techniques, methods,
approaches and timetables will need to be tailored

For projects that have environmental and social
impacts, consultation with stakeholders will not be
a single conversation but a series of opportunities to
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for the local situation and the various types of
stakeholders being consulted.

these are important when taking a long-term view of
stakeholder engagement.

Feedback

Informed participation

The Consultation Process must provide for feedback
to the stakeholders with respect to those aspects
of the project open to modification based on their
input, and which are not. It also means that feedback
received during the consultation process is taken
seriously and that best efforts are made to address
issues raised through changes to project design,
proposed mitigation measures, or development
benefits and opportunities. Inevitably there will be
limitations, both commercial and practical,in the
degree to which stakeholder demands can be met.
At other times, making modifications as a result of
stakeholder feedback will make good business sense
and contribute to local development, or can be done
as a gesture of good faith and relationship-building.

Informed participation is a more intensive and active
form of consultation. It involves a more in-depth
exchange of views and information, leading to joint
analysis and decision-making. This increased level
of involvement tends to generate a shared sense of
ownership in a process and its outcomes. The more a
particular stakeholder group is materially affected by
a component of the project, the more important it is
for them to be properly informed and encouraged to
participate in matters that have direct bearing on them,
including proposed mitigation measures, the sharing
of development benefits and opportunities, and
implementation or monitoring issues. Resettlement
planning, designing and implementing community
development programs with the involvement of
affected local people are good examples of where
informed participation by affected stakeholders can
lead to better outcomes on the ground.

Documentation
Documenting consultation activities and their
outcomes is critical to effectively managing the
stakeholder engagement process. It may be part
of regulatory requirements or valuable later on in
satisfying the due diligence inquiries of potential
financial institutions and other equity partners,
especially those who might come into a project at a
late stage. It can be a useful tool in demonstrating
that the views of affected people and influential
stakeholders have been incorporated into the project’s
environmental and social mitigation strategies. Such
documentation also provides the basis for reporting
back to stakeholders on how their views have been
addressed.

For Effective participation tools & techniques one
may refer “Participation works! 21 Techniques of
Community Participation for the 21st century, New
Economics Foundation” atwww.neweconomics.org/
gen/z_sys_publications.aspx(4)
Creating trust in Stakeholders
Jonathan Ballantine(5), Europe-based business
engagement specialist who advises private sector
firms, business consultants and NGOs on corporate
responsibility issues interviewed a number of senior
executives of reputed companies like P&G, GSK,
Unilever, MAN group, Intel Corporation, etc., with
effective stakeholder engagement systems regarding
their views on how to be successful in engagement
with stakeholders. The overall consensus from
interviewed practitioners was of the inseparability of
stakeholder engagement in building trust, and that
through the adoption of a collaborative / cooperative
relationship with stakeholders, organizations can
more easily distinguish challenges, opportunities and
weaknesses related to its vision.

Reporting
It is both good practice and common courtesy to
follow up with stakeholders whom you consulted,
to let them know what has happened and what
the next steps in the process will be. The process of
reporting back to stakeholders on which of their
concerns will be addressed and how, as well as
explaining what suggestions were not taken on board
and the reasons why, can help establish credibility,
manage expectations, and reduce cynicism. All of

It is essential that efforts are made by the company
to create trust in the minds of stakeholders, specially
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the community affected by the project. “Stakeholder
Consultation Issue Paper, Corporate Engagement
Project November 2004”-www.cdainc.comprovides
the following examples of a few non-financial and
concrete aspects of relationships with companies
that matter to communities to make them “trust” a
company(6). These examples shared by communities
in a survey are:

has been finalized and agreed upon by the company
and the stakeholder for each issue, the company must
provide the required resources for implementation in
the agreed time frame.
5. Monitoring, Evaluation and Documentation
It is important to recognize that monitoring and
evaluating is an on going process. Winning support
or resolving an issue initially does not mean it will
always stay resolved–the internal and external
environment is complex and overtime may create
new influences or changing priorities regarding that
issue or stakeholder.

• The company publicly states that it needs the
community’s trust to gain a social license to operate.
• Communities are consulted and have a say in
issues that concern them.
• There is a procedure for holding the company
accountable for their activities.

Documenting, reporting and keeping of proper
records are vital elements to any engagement process,
particularly when there is the need to report to third
parties, external bodies or the media. Feeding back to
stakeholders is a crucial part of the learning process
for an organization, as it provides a mechanism
by which to judge the reaction of stakeholders
to an organization’s behavior and actions. The
quality, efficiency and ‘perceived fairness’ of the
documenting, reporting and feedback system to
stakeholders and other third parties may heavily
influence the perceived transparency of the overall
organization engagement process. It is necessary for
any organization to measure as accurately as possible
the impact and level of success of their stakeholder
engagement, giving the man understanding of the
relationship between the resources expended e. g.
staff time and costs to implement internal changes
and implement the agreed action plan, and the gains
achieved in terms of enhanced reputation, improved
relations with regulators, better ability to mitigate
risk, and the potential to access new consumers, new
product ranges and new business models.

• Communities are kept informed about companies’
future prospects or plans.
• Meetings with company staff on an informal and
personal basis.
• The company is known to be reliable and
predictable, and it is known that the company will
follow through on what it promises.
• Company staff walks through town and socialize
rather than using a car.
• Company staff socializes informally with local
people.
• The company makes an effort to solve little
problems for people.
• The company
understand.

uses

language

that

people

4. Responding and Implementation
After completion of the consultation process,
stakeholders would like to know which of their
suggestions have been accepted and what actions will
be taken to address their concerns. It is necessary that
the company prepares a time-bound plan of action
to implement the agreed proposals to resolve the
identified issues.

It may be advisable to involve directly affected
stakeholders in monitoring project impact, mitigation
and benefits. Involving external monitors will enhance
transparency and credibility.

How an organization responds or is perceived to
respond to stakeholders, particularly over areas of
disagreement, can have significant implications for
project completion and stabilization of operations, and
there fore must be handled promptly with great care,
fairness and transparency. Once a course of action

6. Management Function
Stakeholder engagement should be managed as one
would manage any other business function — with
clearly defined objectives and targets, professional,
dedicated staff, established time lines and budget, and
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senior management responsibility and supervision.
Adequate resources have to be provided in the
company to manage stakeholder engagement process
effectively, to monitor fulfillment of commitments
and report on progress. An effective system must
be created to attend the grievances of stakeholders
appropriately.

worried about raising expectations. The reality, most
likely, is that people’s expectations are already raised
in some form or other and that speculation about the
project and the company is beginning to circulate.
Early engagement provides a valuable opportunity
to influence public perception and set a positive tone
with stakeholders early on. Early interactions with
stakeholders can be used as a predictor of potential
issues and risks, and to help generate ideas and
alternative solutions on early design questions.

It is advisable to incorporate stakeholder engagement
activities into a company’s environmental and
corporate social responsibility management system.
To achieve this, managers will need to identify critical
points in the life of the project where stakeholder
engagement will be needed, and determine who will
deliver these actions and how they can be integrated
with core business functions. This involves integration
of all the stakeholder engagement action plans with
the Project management activities and ensuring
timely implementation.

The under mentioned real life example demonstrates
the advantage of getting in early in stakeholder
engagement:
Mineral Exploration in PERU
Challenges and Benefits of early stage consultation
with communities
In its mineral exploration project in southern Peru,
the company began community consultation in
the very early stages of the exploration phase for
a number of reasons. Early engagement was seen
as a way to help the company address risks related
to political sensitivities around mining in the area,
especially within the context of strong civil society
movements in Peru. Moreover, in areas where
local communities own the land rights, Peruvian
legislation requires companies to get the agreement
of the local community before securing an exploration
concession. Some of the particular challenges during
the exploration phase included explaining the nature
of exploration to the communities, informing them
about the differences between exploration and an
actual mining operation, and trying to manage
expectations in the face of uncertain outcomes. The
company identified and worked with key stakeholder
representatives to explain the details of the proposed
exploration activities and relied upon them to take
the information back to their local community thro’
public meetings. The consultation process resulted in
the company successfully obtaining the exploration
license with agreement from the local communities.
One of the lessons to emerge from the process was
that, even though the social and environmental
impacts of the exploration stage were not so
significant, the real value of engaging with the local
communities in the early stages of the project was in
relationship-building, as community support was and

Strategies for Effective Stakeholder Engagement
“Stakeholder Engagement: a good practice handbook
for companies doing business in emerging markets”
published by International Finance Corporation
(IFC), Washington D.C. (World Bank Group) suggests
the following actions for successful engagement
with stakeholders on the basis of IFC’s learning
and experience while working with a number of
organizations around the world.(7)
1. Get in early
Relationship-building takes time. Many of the
hallmarks of good relationships – trust, mutual
respect, and understanding – are intangibles that
develop and evolve over time, based on individual
and collective experiences and interactions. For this
reason, companies are now beginning to engage with
stakeholders at a much earlier stage of a project than
in the past. This is especially true for larger, more
complex or controversial projects, where companies
are initiating engagement at the very early prefeasibility or pre-exploration phases, signaling to
communities and other local stakeholders that their
views and well-being are considered important.
Taking a proactive approach means fighting the
instinct to delay consultation because it is still early
days and you don’t have all the answers yet or are
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learn from the community. Their senior managers
stay involved with stakeholder activities and integrate
this function into their business plans. Importantly,
companies that focus on lasting relationships think in
terms of the bigger picture and do not allow shortterm interests (such as negotiating the lowest possible
compensation rates) to jeopardize their broader social
license to operate in the area.

will continue to be crucial to the company’s ability to
operate in the area.
2. Don’t wait until there is a problem to engage
In the high-pressure context of getting a project up
and running, interacting with stakeholders when
there doesn’t seem to be any urgent need to do so
can be viewed as a low priority and not a particularly
good use of scarce time and resources. However, if a
conflict or crisis does arise, the absence of established
relationships and channels of communication puts
the project at an immediate disadvantage in trying to
manage the situation.

4. Tailor the process to fit your project
Businesses should scale their stakeholder engagement
strategies relative to the risks and impacts their
project is likely to create. There is no one-size-fits-all
approach when it comes to engagement. The type of
relationship the private sector should try to develop
with its stakeholders, and the resources and level of
effort that it should invest, will differ according to the
nature, location, and scale of the project; the phase of
its development; and the interests of the stakeholders
themselves. Small projects with minimal impacts on
the surrounding population may only need to focus
on the information disclosure and communication
side of the engagement spectrum, whereas larger
projects with greater degrees of complexity and wideranging impacts on multiple stakeholder groups will
need to adopt a more strategic and sophisticated
approach in order to effectively manage the process.

First, communities and their representatives are much
less likely to give a company they don’t know (and
have not had regular contact with) the benefit of the
doubt. Second, trying to initiate contact with affected
stakeholders when the company is in a reactive,
defensive or crisis management mode is less than
ideal, and can create lasting negative perceptions
that are difficult for the company to later overcome.
Furthermore, reaching out to third parties such as
local government officials or NGOs for assistance as
allies or intermediaries only after a problem occurs
may be more difficult due to perceived reputational
risks of being associated with the company. Engaging
with stakeholders from the start – as part of your core
business strategy – enables a proactive cultivation
of relationships that can serve as “capital” during
challenging times.

Companies need to be prepared for the fact that they
are entering into a pre-existing yet dynamic context,
with established histories and cultures, and often
complex political, social, and economic relations
between groups that can be thrown into flux by the
advent of a project and the development process that
accompanies it. In other words, stakeholder relations
can become politicized and complicated, and can lead
to or exacerbate conflicts and other unanticipated
outcomes. There is no easy formula for addressing
these challenges, except to try to manage the process
proactively and by adapting some of the established
good practice approaches and principles to fit the
local context.

3. Take a long-term view
Establishing and maintaining good relationships
requires a long time-horizon. Companies who take
this view tend to make different types of decisions.
They invest in hiring and training community liaison
staff and see the value of consistently following
through on their commitments to stakeholders. They
invest in translating information about their project
into languages and formats that make sense to the
local population and do so on an ongoing basis. They
make the effort to personalize relationships through
informal and social interactions, and work through
their employees to build links to local communities.
They take grievances seriously and deal with them in
a reliable and timely manner. They listen more and

5. Manage it as a business function
Like any other business function, stakeholder
engagement needs to be managed. It should be
driven by a well-defined strategy and have a clear
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Conclusion

set of objectives, timetable, budget, and allocation
of responsibilities. All staff should be made aware
of the program, and understand why it’s being
undertaken and what implications it might have for
project outcomes. Companies that take a systematic
(rather than ad-hoc) approach that is grounded in
business operations, are likely to get better results
in terms of the time and resources they invest, and
are able to track and manage stakeholder issues and
risks more effectively. Allocating responsibilities
for stakeholder engagement to business units and
mainstreaming it into project operations increases the
chances that it will serve the purposes of the project,
rather than becoming a costly peripheral exercise that
is out of touch with operational realities and raises
expectations that cannot be met. As with other key
business functions, direct reporting lines and the
engagement of senior management is critical.

Organizations invest in new projects or in expansion
programs with the expectation of completion of
the projects without any cost or time overruns,
stabilization of operations in a reasonable time
period and adequate return on investment. But those
organizations which focus exclusively on technical and
financial aspects of their initiatives and fail to ensure
effective stakeholder engagement put their projects
and investments at risk. Ultimately project’s success is
contingent upon active participation of all the people
in the organizations, who share the company’s vision
and believe in the benefits from the project and
support from all the external stakeholders. For this an
effective stakeholder engagement is essential.
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Corporate Citizenship and Stakeholders
Engagement : Exploring New Theoretical
Frameworks in Tata Steel Limited
"Stakeholder
engagement is
argued to be a
mechanism which
in a normative
sense may be able
to assist business
in rethinking its
interests in favour
of sustainability.
“Stakeholder
engagement can
improve logterm viability
and benefits
significantly
by improving
decision-making,
understanding and
accountability.”

Dr K K Patra*

Abstract
This paper examines the emerging area of stakeholder theory to observe the extent and
mechanisms of stakeholder engagement in the development of sustainability reports.
Stakeholder engagement is argued to be a mechanism which in a normative sense may be
able to assist business in rethinking its interests in favour of sustainability. It identifies
considerable risks inherent in relying on stakeholder engagement for the achievement of
sustainability including misguided assumptions around stakeholder priorities in respect of
sustainability. The study on Tata Steel has highlighted the stakeholder’s engagement which
measures the impact of sustainable policies.

Introduction

I

t is rightly said that “stakeholder engagement can improve log-term viability
and benefits significantly by improving decision-making, understanding and
accountability.” Organisations can no longer choose if they want to engage with
stakeholder or not. Several companies have a stakeholder engagement plan
commensurate with broader objectives and develop systematic processes for
stakeholder engagement management.
Meaning of Corporate Citizenship
Corporate citizenship is integrated with the goals of the company and provides
leadership in the areas that concern stakeholders at the national as well as local
levels. The main objective of corporate citizenship is to determine the best strategies
to leverage financial support, staff utilization and employee involvement in the
organisation. Engaging with our stakeholders is a critical part of our sustainability
strategy. Strategic planning is the process which requires input, analysis, goals,
recommendations, implementation and evaluation. It is a road map to help from
the current location to the desired destination. Improving stakeholder engagement
increases productivity, profit and sustainability. There are three categories of
externally focused corporate citizenship as suggested by Sarah Ketvirtis, in the
year 2012 i.e., philanthropy, community involvement and social innovation as
practiced are explained below:

*Professor of Finance, Rourkela Institute of Management Studies, Rourkela
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beginning and will likely to gain traction rapidly. Every
company will increase to engage the stakeholders for
further up and down the value chain in order to boost
their competitiveness through innovation and the cocreation of new products and markets.
Reasons of Engagement
The primary objective of corporate stakeholder
engagement is to generate a better understanding
of stakeholder perspectives on key issues and
consequently build relationships with key individuals.
It is observed that more value can be realized from
the relationships. There are four main areas which
is engaging stakeholders. They are, first, it enables
informed decision making by generating business
intelligence and reducing risks. Secondly, it also
developing and expanding markets or opportunities
which promotes ownership of issues and allows
business to manage how an issue evolves in the market.
Thirdly, it also builds brand equity and reputation.
Fourthly, it also brings diverse perspectives together
for creativity and innovation.

Meaning of Stakeholders Engagement
Stakeholders are any individual or group that may
affect or may be affected by the company’s activities.
They have a legitimate interest in the company’s
business and products because they have a statutory
requirement to take an interest in company business
and products or take an interest on behalf of the
public good. Few examples of stakeholder groups are
mentioned below:

Stakeholder’s engagement in Tata Steel
Tata Steel group is rapidly evolving and expanding
its reach strategically and geographically. There is
need to prepare its leaders, both current and future,
to overcome adversities. Consequently, leadership
development across all levels is the focus of its
employee policies along with people development
and growth. At Tata Steel prime focus in terms of
HR practices is on people development and growth,
employee relations which is imbibed in the culture of
caring for our people. Tata Steel has always held the
view that people are its greatest asset. It has adopted
the best standards for employee well-being and
quality of life, strongly promoting workforce rights.
The stakeholder’s engagement process in Tata Steel is
mentioned below:

• Financial Institutions: Shareholders, Analysts,
Banks etc.
• Government: Legislators, Multilateral Agencies,
Regulators, Local Government etc.
• Interest Groups: Trade Associations,
Governmental Organisation etc.

Non

• Business: Customers, Consumers, Competitors,
Suppliers, Employees, Unions etc.
On the other hand, engagement is the process of
exchanging information, listening to and learning
from stakeholders with the objective of building
understanding and trust on issues of mutual interest.
It has evolved as the role of corporations in society
has changed over time. There are three generations
of stakeholders engagement i.e. first generation
of stakeholder engagement was reactive, second
generation engagement has become a systematic
part of risk and reputation management where as the
third generation of stakeholder engagement is just

Engage
Stakeholders

Address Concerns in
Strategy
Incorporaate Learning &
Improve
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Stakeholder Engagement Process of TISCO

Stakeholder engagement

Tata Steel sustainability is a core value which extends
across all the company’s activities including economic
strategy, environmental action, social support and
governance. It approach to sustainability is based on
nine principles and progress against each is measured
and monitored. The details of the Tata Steel which
measures the impact of sustainable policies.

Tata Steel’s processes of strategic planning and risk
management collect and analyse information on
existing and emerging stakeholders, the information
is used to help define organizational priorities. The
company recognizes it has a responsibility to make
the communities in which it operates benefit from
its economic activities, both directly and indirectly,
and has established a range of agencies with
specific purposes such as sustainable livelihoods,
employability, health care, education, empowerment,
population stabilization and ethnicity. A proactive
approach to stakeholder engagement advocating a
just, fair and equitable society in the communities in
which it operates results in a continued license to run
its business.

Ethics, transparency and accountability
This starts with leadership by the Managing
Director who is the Chief Ethics Officer responsible
for deployment of the Tata Code of Conduct.
Compliance with the code is a condition of service for
all employees and for Tata’s vendors and suppliers.
The effectiveness of the code is evaluated every two
years using independent third parties and identified
gaps are used to promote new initiatives.

Human rights
In its workplaces, Tata Steel ensures equal
opportunities and workforce diversity. Its processes
are monitored for compliance and subject to
continuous improvement through SA 8000 standard
independent third-party verification The company
‘s own strict policies on child labour are extended so
that nobody below 18 years of age can be engaged by
contractors, suppliers or vendors anywhere within or
outside the company premises. To promote inclusive
growth the company encourages local buying from
small entrepreneurs and NGOs, so revenue flows
benefit local and disadvantaged communities.

Sustainable products
The business provides goods and services that are
safe and contribute to sustainability throughout
their life cycle. Improvements in environmental
and sustainability performance are identified
through a Total Quality Management programme.
A sustainability assessment tool is used to drive
sustainability throughout the product life cycle.
Customers are educated on product properties, safe
use and disposal. Raw material, energy and water
requirements are continuously tracked and compared
with global benchmarks to optimise
resource
efficiency, driving resource conservation and cost
reduction. All manufactured products are fully
recyclable.

Environment
Tata Steel embeds its policies of reduce, reuse
and recycle throughout its processes. Advanced
techniques are used to extract iron and carbon by
reusing most of the residual materials, reducing use of
primary raw materials and overall CO2 emissions. Tata
Steel India reported an 18% decrease in specific water
consumption over a 10 year period from 2002/2003 to
2011/2012. In Europe Tata Steel is developing a tool
that will provide a more accurate measure of fresh
water consumed per tonne of steel produced. In
India, the company has developed a road map for
reducing CO2 emissions to retain its position as the
Indian benchmark in blast furnace steel-making.
In Europe the company is working with others to
develop new technologies to reduce CO2 emissions
per tonne of steel produced by at least 50%.

Employee welfare
The business promotes the well-being of all employees.
Workers health and safety has high priority. Tata Steel
strives to achieve its goals of a zero fatality rate and lost
time due to injury rate of 0.4. The company invests
in developing the stills of its employees. In 2011, the
Tata Steel Academy was launched to achieve the high
standards of technical and professional expertise. Free
association and collective bargaining are respected
and recognized trade unions are engaged. Antidiscrimination policies are actively pursued.
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Policy advocacy

the Nation’s interest or those that will have any adverse
impact on the social and cultural life patterns of its
citizens. ”From the study made above and suggestions
given by Sam Ashe-Edmunds, Demand Media, good
corporate citizenship creates customer loyalty; retain
workers and improving their quality of work life.
Corporate citizenship more resembles interacting with
others in a specific profession or community, while
corporate social responsibility refers to how one can
manage the impact of the business society in general.
The study has suggested the following steps which
will improve corporate citizenship:

Tata steel seeks to engage responsibility on public and
regulatory policy. For example, it is an active corporate
citizen within the Confederation of Indian Industry,
the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce
and Industry, and the Federation of Indian Mineral
Industries. In Europe, the company engaged with
the European Commission and national governments
on the implementation of the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme.
Inclusive growth

i) Develop a plan: The image of the community can
be improved only when it creates a well-thoughtout corporate social responsibility campaign rather
than writing a check here and there as charities
knocking at the door.

Tata Steel was founded on the belief that the creation
of wealth could accelerate economic and social
development to achieve inclusive growth. The
company addresses urban and rural needs separately.
In 2011-12 the company introduced the Human
Development Index as a composite index of health,
education and income levels to assess the impact of
the company’s interventions in rural areas. In rural
India, a range of initiatives addresses sustainable
livelihoods, education, health care and empowerment
of women.

ii) Target the activities: All activities should be
proactive rather than reacting to solicitations
from non profits to maximize the ability to reach a
specific audience.
iii) Work actively with non profits: The organisation
should get involved to maximize the good which
can do for them and to increase the exposure.

Customer value

iv) Create involvement of staff: Employees of
the organisation should be encouraged for
involvement which will motivate them to improve
their performance.

By engaging with customers and consumers and by
understanding their needs, Tata Steel creates value.
For example, an initiative led to improvements in
the productivity of customers who manufacture
continuous electrodes for the auto industry, leading
to a reduction in power consumption.

Information generated by stakeholder consultations
Shareholders

Information Generated

Firstly, as per the vision statement, it has been clearly
states that Tata Steel would continue to improve the
quality of life of employees and the communities it
serves. Further, the vision has identified upholding
the spirit and values of Tata’s towards nation building
as the basis for attainment of strategic goals and
vision. Secondly, Tata values on Nation building as
“Our heritage of returning to the society what we
earn evolves trust among consumers, employees,
shareholder and communities.”

Shareholders

Overall performance and its implication
on market capitalization and creation of
shareholder value.

Customers

User needs, customer satisfaction,
product quality and functionality.

Supplier

Identification of areas with conflicting
goals, payment, material rejects and
supplier satisfaction.

Employees

Employee Satisfaction, suggestions for
improvement in product quality, social
welfare and business excellence, professional
growth, health and safety and quality of life.

Findings

Community

It has been indicated in the Tata Code of Conduct,
which states under National interest that, “It shall not
undertake any project or activity to the detriment of

The needs of community, women
empowerment, employment generation,
environment and quality of life.

External Public Requirement under statutes, compliance status,
& Government threats to business and license to operate.
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concluded that corporate leaders and managers of
the organisation can take collaborative approach
to bring the programme successful. For Tata Steel
sustainability is synonymous with empowerment and
success for every one within the company and for the
communities with which it works and embraces the
desire to leave a greener healthier planet for future
generations and for the business.

Conclusion
Stakeholder engagement should be managed as one
would manage any other business function. The
process for engagement should be systematic, logical
and practical. Stakeholder engagement focused on
controlling and managing risk but not sufficient
to achieve excellence in sustainability. It can be
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Readers’ Forum

My Globe, My Family
Dilip Kumar Nayak *

"Such concept of
globe as family

Abstract

may look complex
model to many
of us but it is not
impossible if we
extend boundaries
of our seeing
little ahead."

Fights are universal for border and boundary. Border & boundary are prevailing in
our thought and mind. My country, my state, my language, my religion, my caste are
everywhere. Competition, win-lose, ego battle, selfishness etc are pulling us into world of
self gain. Narrowness in our being is narrowing our seeing. Long term gains are in words
but short term gains are in actions. Leaders are also leading for self gain,self image, self
identity but gain of humanity of this globe is missing. They are busy in taking people out of
slum but their leadership in taking slum out of people are missing. Gap between rich & poor,
developed & developing and haves & have nots are increasing. Science without humanity
and knowledge without character are dominating. We are meeting excess need of smaller
fraction of mankind of globe but our action for meeting the basic need of larger fraction of
mankind is missing.
Just happened

I

happened to meet an old man at tea stall on road side of a remote village.
I somewhat impressed by his philosophy of life and present living condition
of people. He himself introduced as Bholanath. He told me that we feel proud
to achieve lot in science. In this mobile age, life has become quite fast. Still we
find poverty everywhere. People are living in tension, uncertainty and starved for
everything’s. People are hankering after false satisfaction. His some of these ideas
influenced me. I offered him another cup of tea and I took one more. We continued
our talk. He made very simple statement that if we live in this globe as a family
probably we will not spend lot of money to save our territory from other and that
money may be utilized for foods, clothes and house. His statement made me upset
and I was watching the man. I totally mesmerised by his high level thinking and I
perceived him as real Bholanath or God Shiva. He left me and went away.
Beginning of new thinking:
I came home and I could not sleep for the whole night. I was thinking about our
basic training everywhere where people exhorted “our country is great,we should
sacrifice our life for our country”. Nowhere people talked about globe as family.
Nobody told us sacrifice our life for Globe. In our globe about 950 million people
live under poverty line,even tomorrow meal is left to the mercy of their fate or god
what you may call.
I started to do the analysis in simple macro level. Today global population is about
7200 million. In Indian condition, the requirement of money per person to have
Roti, Kapada & Makan may be Rs 30000 per year. If you consider this Rs 30000
per person per year for 7200 million people, then total money required globally

*Dy General Manager, BF-SGP, RSP, SAIL, Rourkela
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and health security. When concept of country will be
changed, Indian, Pakistani, American will be changed
one identity i.e. Globalian. International word will
remain in dictionary and people will be part of
family of 7200 millions but not the part of family of
1200 millions of India, or 1350 million of china. you
don’t have to think about export or import or FDI.
Market will be not confine to country but whole
world. Migration will be open for all the countries
and whole world will be ruled by one democratic
government. Magical change will occur to human
race. Many theories, act, constitution, business model,
global competitiveness will be rewritten. Import
and export policy will be past practice and will be
renamed. Business model will be unique. It will free
from survival or sustainability. Boundary of business
will be limitless with open market.

for “Roti, Kapada & Makan” is Rs 216,000,000 million
(US $ 3,200,000 Million) per year which is much less
than the expenditure for defence in few developed
country.
More insights:
Basic need of human being if asked to children of
millionaires, they may say that needs are satisfaction,
love, fresh air, good clubs, Shopping Mall, safari
car, 4G etc. Same question if you ask in a poverty
stricken area, answer may be food, cloth and shelter.
As such education, health, social security, satisfaction
and other needs are beyond their imagination.
Basic need of every human being is food, cloth and
shelter. After only meeting this primary need, we
may talk of education, health or social security. If
you read Gita before a hungry man and probably his
attention will be on you but his mind will be busy in
searching for the next meal. Every nation makes an
exhaustive budget to take care defence, transport,
infrastructure development, industry, agriculture,
science and technology, telecom, health,education
etc. Even after 66 year of independence of India,
government of the people, for the people and by
the people, have failed to ensure basic need to his
countrymen. Planning, seminars, meetings are going
on and volumes of papers are created and sometimes
these papers are read only by person who make it or
may be by auditors or investigators in case of scam.
Death of people by food starvation is more than the
number of death by deadly diseases or accidents etc.
In our country more number of missile tests is done
which are more than the number of dam projects
we plan in any budget. Government is spending
more money on secondary need than the primary
need. Mobile phone to everyone is more important
than the food to everyone. First you burn the forest
and build infrastructures and then spend money on
environment friendly technologies. We are spending
more money on nuclear bombs, warfares to protect
us from neighbouring countries but we fail protect
our people from starving and death. Holy guru
all talk about saving of country, no one talk about
globe as family. Probably neighbouring threat would
not be there and defence concept will be past story.
Huge budget spend for security from others will be
transformed to internal food, cloth, shelter, education

When we say Indian, probably every one of us knows
the feeling between us. Our seeing is our being.
When people work with correct principles, they are
independent of time place, condition or conditioning.
We only confine ourselves to very small section of
globe and lost in our country as family. We are more
concern about our identity as Indian but do not think
about identity less one human race of this globe.
From our childhood we saw life as competition but
not as cooperation. Training starting from childhood
is not with pleasure but with pressure. Term survival
for fittest is dominating but survival with stress less
life is missing. Many time I ask question to myself,
can I reduce my need to bare minimum. Shortage of
food, shortage of job,shortage of cloth, shortage of
shelter, shortage of everything etc, is root cause of
competition in every corner of our life and making it
stressful. Business in world is not based on meeting
basic need of mankind but fulfilling the excess need
of fraction of mankind. Much of researches are carried
out in fulfilling extra need and comfort to few but
leaving the basic need of many.
Cherished gain inmy globe my family:
a. No defence budget
b. Stress free world
c. Abolish competition
d. Live with cooperation
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more basic development. Building more no of village
as business centre and migration of people backward
from city to small town may be looked into. Instead
of manufacturing more no of car worth one Lakh,
concentrate in, I would say, manufacturing more
no of house costing 1 lakh for shelter less people.
Develop industries based on actual need for many.
You may think of more number of tractors instead
of battle tanks, more no of airbuses instead of fighter
planes, more number of nuclear power stations
instead of nuclear bombs, more number of medical
colleges instead of military training colleges, more
number of cargo ships instead of battle ships, more
numbers of trains, hospitals & infrastructure instead
of global peace seminars, summits of head of states
etc. Much of energy of people are being spent in
creating artificial crisis and then develop skill, theory,
method, process, procedure, model in solving those
crisis, problems, issues. Basic food industries are
superimposed by junk food industries in the name
of “just in two minute” to cater fast life with short of
time. Development of quick fixes like antacid, balm,
analgesic etc works wonderful for instant relief in case
of acute pain but leaves primary problem untouched
which ultimately irrupts in uglier way.

e. Need based business
f. No more missile test
g. No undersea nuclear bomb test
h. Open migration
i. Much uniform control
j. Society with abundance
k. Science for only peace.
l. Enough for every body
m. Budgeting of world
n. Free from survival and sustainability.
Conclusion
Identity as developed or developing nations will
vanish and all nations will merge into one unique
identity as globe. Highest intellects are yet to perceive
much complicated model of globe as family. Basically
we feel proud as localised identity but loose the
identity of greatness of whole world. Concept of
liberalization is paving way into globalization. Some
of local leaders may be recognised as global leaders
based on their effective leadership for peace and
stress-free globe. In this world, lot of advancement
has taken place in every field but still one out seven
of human being in this world is going to bed without
food or may be on road or with bare minimum cloth.
Security of food, cloth and shelter to everyone in this
world may look ridiculous but as a human being we
must look into various ways to ensure basic need to
next six. It is matter of integration of less profit with

Such concept of globe as family may look complex
model to many of us but it is not impossible if we
extend boundaries of our seeing little ahead. Model
of “My globe, my family” needs more thoughts
and research in creating a blue print and to convert
concept into reality.
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Case Study

The Unfortunate Accident at Mahaan Ispat

Sanjay Dhar*
"What have I done
to deserve this?
Thirty years of
work, executing
projects worth
thousands of crores,
completing jobs
that people feared
to touch and now I
am being hounded
and questioned on
all sorts of things by
people who have no
idea about what a
project means."

Mr Adhikary's unlucky day
(Tuesday evening)
Introduction

M

r Adhikary, the Project Head for the erection of Coke Dry Cooling Plant
(CDCP) in Coke Ovens of Mahaan Ispat, had just returned to his office after
a gruelling meeting with the internal inquiry committee that had been set up
after a fatal accident in the CDCP project site that had occurred a day back (on
Monday). The committee had been constituted by the CEO to find out the cause
of the accident and fix responsibility, and he had also been asked by the CEO to
personally explain the situation and his views on how to manage the situation.
What have I done to deserve this? Thirty years of work, executing projects worth
thousands of crores, completing jobs that people feared to touch and now I am
being hounded and questioned on all sorts of things by people who have no idea
about what a project means. This is the problem with this country. People who
never get anything done by themselves get very smart when it comes to questioning
the capabilities of others when something goes wrong. Just when everything was
going on fine and we had starting picking up momentum, this silly accident had
to happen and now I will spend more time answering queries from all sorts of
persons. Can’t these people understand, I have a delayed project to complete and
work has come to a standstill.
Mr. Adhikari was on edge, and a mixture of frustration, anger and weariness was
evident in his voice as he stood with his head in his hands in his office sharing his
experience with his assistant Baccha Singh, and also giving him instructions . “What
happened to the personnel department. Have they sorted out the issue with the
police. The thanedar is threatening to put me behind bars like a person accused of
murder. He says I should be booked for attempt to murder. How can he accuse me
of such a thing. And what kind of personnel officer is that Pannicker (the Projects
Personnel Head). All his relation building nonsense with the unions and right now
they are pouncing for their pound of flesh. I don’t see any goodwill emanating
now. Also ask Saraswat (The Head of Plant Safety) to update me about the report
from the inspector of factories, and what I have to say in the next meeting with him.
That fellow has called me again tomorrow to his office and he seems hell bent on
*Asstt General Manager (Acad) & Sr Faculty Member, MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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creating trouble for the plant. With the press going to
town about the incident, he is getting even tougher to
handle. I am fed up with all the hullabaloo because of
freak accident. With this kind of disturbance, how can
a person accomplish anything? We should be left free
to do our job, and personnel and safety department
should take care of all these external irritants.

corners tied with crane hook. Prior to this, a steel plate
was placed below the crawlers to act as a firm bottom
support for ensuring safe lifting. It was observed that
though the left side of crawler was partially placed
on the steel plate, the right side crawler was totally
unsupported. This had caused the crane to wobble
and cause swings in the load and also reduce its
effective load carrying capacity.

Baccha gave his haggard and tired boss a sympathetic
look. He could empathize with the pain and frustration
of Mr. Adhikary, but a thought kept nagging him.
Was it really a freak accident, or something waiting
to happen, and was Mr Adhikary really the victim of
circumstances or someone who could have prevented
the source of his current frustration.

In the afternoon, upper portion of lifter weighing
about 37T was lifted by the same crane for positioning
over the lower portion already erected. Two persons
were manoeuvring the load with guide ropes to
facilitate proper positioning during lifting. Two
persons, one Rigger & one Fitter were positioned at
top of CDCP to do final alignment & securing job.
Rigger was communicating with Site supervisor
& Engineer who in turn were signalling the crane
operator standing on the cabin's platform. As gathered
from crane's manual, it was equipped with computer
& PLC integrated control with sensors located at
different positions to warn the operator in case the
load exceeded the safe working load for a particular
crane configuration. Apparently the PLC system had
been bypassed as Jagdish felt confident that the crane
would lift the load, and he did succeed in the morning
with the lower section, which was heavier. There was
a load chart for various angles, which indicated the
safe loads at various boom lengths and angles, but
Jagdish had ignored it since the load being lifted was
lower than the highest capacity of the crane.

The accident and subsequent events
It had been a very frantic week for the Project steam
which was working at breakneck speed to complete
the erection of a CDCP system for the coke ovens.
The contract had been given on a turnkey basis to
a consortium of M/s Firhang Inc and M/s Bharat
construction, which had further sub-contracted some
of the jobs to local contractors. The structural erection
of CDCP was under completion and equipment
erection had started. On that fateful day, (two days
back), it had been planned to erect a coke lifter (a
big component of the CDCP) in two parts through
deployment of a crawler mounted mobile crane. The
crane had been hired by M/s Bharat Constructions
and transferred from another site and re-assembled at
the site. The operator, Charandas came with the crane,
as it needed an experienced crane operator. A group
of persons including the crane operator, Charandas,
rigger, fitter, a few contractor workers under the overall
supervision of Jagdish, the site engineer from Bharat
construction were deputed to carry out the erection
job. The crane was manufactured three years back and
apparently in good condition. Load test certificate of
crane by a competent person and valid up to next one
year had been carried out at its previous location, but
no test had been done after erection of said crane at
site, as it was not felt necessary.

After lifting the job to a height of about 36 Meters,
there was some alignment problem with the bottom
portion. After repeated attempt to align the Job. When
the crew didn't succeed, the crane operator swung the
load to his right as per the instruction of Site Engineer
and waited for about 8 to 10 minutes. It was during
this time, boom of the crane collapsed and fell down
along with the load injuring the persons with in the
operating range .
During falling, the load hit the Junction unit structures
and a worker (S Singh) who was working near the
junction unit for scaffold erection work got trapped
under the load white escaping and succumbed to his
injuries on the spot. Two workers of the M/s Mecast
(subcontractor of Bharat construction) namely Shri
K Das( 28 yrs.) & Shri HSangu (37 yrs.), got seriously

In the forenoon (11.30-1.00PM), lower portion of Coke
lifter weighing about 45T was erected successfully
over the CDCP top by engaging the crawler mounted
fixed boom crane with the help of four slings at four
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injured due to collapse of temporary site office store
due to impact of falling load and received serious
head injuries. Shri P Tiwari, contract worker of M/s
Hardy Enterprises, white returning from duty from
that route also received injuries. Jagdish jumped in
panic from operator cabin's platform after the incident
and received leg injuries.

for attempt to murder against Mr. Adhikary. The
personnel contested this and said that it was a case
of accident, and charges could not be framed for
attempt to murder. He finally agreed to book charges
under Section 304A. [Causing death by negligence],
and demanded that the Head of the Plant be present
in the police station for questioning. He questioned
Mr. Adhikary on the spot to get a preliminary report
and released him, with instructions not to leave
the city and come to the police station whenever
required. This police business was very new to Mr.
Adhikary and he was visibly shaken by it, wondering
what would happen to him. The Chief Inspector of
Factories came personally from the state capital the
next day morning and conducted an enquiry. He
asked a lot of questions regarding safety procedures,
training of workers, their certifications, certification
of equipment, and actual conditions on the site,
which Mr. Adhikary found very stressful, partly
due to the shock of the accident and his subsequent
grilling by the police authorities, but also because he
found it difficult to provide ready answers and data
to support his answers to the barrage of questions
regarding safety management that were fired by the
Chief inspector of factories. The safety officers kept
on filling in with details, but the chief inspector of
factories mostly ignored him and kept on questioning
Mr. Adhikary. He once even rebuked the Chief of
Safety for trying to fudge the issues and obstructing
him from getting information from Mr. Adhikary who
felt like a trapped animal during the interaction and
kept on looking at the Safety Head to bail him out.

The Occupational Health Centre(OHS), Safety
Engineering department (SED), Central Security
Force (CSF) & Fire Brigade were immediately called.
The body of S Singh was recovered by lifting the load
(from one end) through engaging a 75T Crawler crane.
All the injured persons were sent to Main Hospital
through OHS by two ambulances, where K Das later
succumbed to his injuries the next day.
Immediately after the accident, there was chaos and
all work stopped as people rushed to the site. While
the Shri Adhikary immediately started marshalling
resources for removing the debris and recovering
the injured, the personnel officers and the plant
personnel head also got active and the shop personnel
officer immediately rushed to the site to handle any
industrial relations situation as the situation was quite
tense. People were in a state of shock, so before any
mob would build up, as happens often in such cases,
the dead and injured were shifted to the hospital.
There were some murmuring about the compensation
and job to the next of kin, but it was clarified that all
possible support would be given and it was imperative
to shift the injured to hospital. The situation was tense
but better sense prevailed and no further incident
happened. The work was stopped and the police and
the inspector of factories were informed immediately.
The news of the accident spread like wildfire and the
next day the local newspapers all had the news as a
major headline, with some very unflattering titles like
“ One more death in the killer plant”, “Disaster in steel
plant”, “When will the deaths of poor workers in the
industries of the rich stop”. The general impression
that one could get from the news items was that work
in the plant was carried out without any concern for
the safety of the people working there, and that the
management was highly negligent. The accident was
being cited as one more example of the callousness
of industry. The local thana inspector reached the
site the same day and threatened to file charges

“This is a big issue and the press has already given
it huge publicity, so don’t expect me to push this
issue under the carpet. I am also accountable to other
people. I hope there is no problem in providing
compensation and employment to the next of kin”
said the chief inspector of factories as he left the plant
after taking preliminary report. He was again assured
that all due care would be taken.
While things were being worked out in the plant, the
next day brought in fresh troubles, one of the injured
workers “K Das” also succumbed to his injuries. In the
meantime, a local union leader who was trying to get
a foothold among the contract workers marshalled a
few of his supporters and also convinced the family
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members of K Das and S Singh, to not allow the
bodies to be moved from the morgue until they get a
clear written assurance about the compensation and
jobs for the next of kin. Another local politician and
a member of the state human rights commission also
visited the place and demanded that “justice be done”
to the dead workers. With a crowd surrounding the
morgue, they made it impossible to move the bodies.

the micro details, but now I feel I need to know more
about how the contractors were operating at my
site”Baccha Singh gave him an account of the issues
that were involved in the accident and some details of
which Mr. Adhikary was not fully aware.
“Sir, we have to realise that now there is a huge
number of contract labour working at our site, most
of whom are first generation industrial labour and
not all that educated and aware. Our plant nowadays
has over 25,000 contract labour working at different
sites which is higher than our regular manpower,
and we hardly have any time to supervise them. We
are sitting on a time bomb. Also, we need to have
a strategy for managing the external agencies like
unions and regulatory bodies, and understanding
their requirements so that we don’t fall foul of them
and the law” said Bacha Singh.

The management immediately gave a provisional
offer of appointment to the widow of M Singh, and
M/s Bharat construction was persuaded to pay the
compensation of Rs 5 lakhs to the next of kin of each of
the dead workers. There was a provision for payment
of Rs 3 lakh compensation in their contract, but in
the light of demands for 10 lakhs compensation that
were being made, citing the compensation amounts
payable to regular employees of Mahaan Ispat, and a
situation that seemed like going out of control, they
were persuaded to increase the amount to Rs 5 lakhs.

I have checked with our personnel department and
they are following through with the local authorities
regarding the police case. My friend Atanu has also
give a small brief on the legal aspects of the accident,
especially the issue about the thanedar’s threat to
book you for attempt to murder (Annexure I)

S Singh had also been insured under the ESI act
and would get a substantial compensation from
that scheme also. So ironically he proved to be more
valuable to his family in death than he had been in
life. His wife was convinced that her interests had
been best taken care of under the circumstances and
with some persuasion, relented, but K Das ‘s case
proved to be an unexpected twist. He was a bachelor
and under the company’s policies, jobs could be
offered to only the wife or children, not parents. Also
he had just joined at the site and did not have proper
documentation of his ESI registration.

There has been a safety audit done only a month
back, with the help of the Corporate Safety group,
which might help us to identify some actions points
(Annexure II)
We also need to work out a strategy of keeping the
inspector of factories well informed, without allowing
him to go beyond his jurisdiction to ensure that we
have a good working relation with him. A brief on the
Powers and Duties of Inspectors under Factories Act is
also attached. (Annexure III)

Things were in a stalemate, and the top management
was worried about the impact of this case beyond the
project as the whole plant was getting affected.

Mr. Adhikary felt it was time for a rethink on how
he should operate. This accident was just one
manifestation of a bigger problem.

It was in this context that Mr. Adhikary had been called
to the CEOs office to explain what actions he proposed
to contain the fallout of this accident and what could
be done to prevent any such incidents in future.

You are Mr. Adhikary and you have to prepare a
detailed presentation to make to the CEO on your
strategies for

Assessment of the situation by Mr Adhikary

• Managing the fallout of this incident

Mr. Adhikary asked his assistant Baccha Singh to
provide him some more information about the possible
lapses that could have contributed to the accident, so
that he could get a more holistic perspective before
he met the CEO. “ I thought, we had given a turnkey
contract and I would not have to be bothered about

• Ensuring internal preparedness for addressing
the concerns that this incident has highlighted
• Manage such incidents and external stakeholders
in general so that future incidents do not cause
excessive damage to the organizations reputation.
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Annexure I
Legal aspects of accidents at workplace
Section 304 of Indian Penal Code, 1860 deals with 'Punishment for culpable homicide not amounting to murder'.

From the Act

1860 (herein after referred as I.P.C.) when neither
intention nor knowledge to cause death is present.

Whoever commits culpable homicide not amounting
to murder shall be punished with 1 year [imprisonment
for life], or imprisonment of either description for a
term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be
liable to fine, if the act by which the death is caused
is done with the intention of causing death. or of
causing such bodily injury as is likely to cause death;
or with imprisonment of either description for a term
which may extend to ten years, or with fine, or with
both, if the act is done with the knowledge that it is
likely to cause death, but without any intention to
cause death, or to cause such bodily injury as is likely
to cause death.

The provisions of this section apply to cases where
there is no intention to cause death, and no knowledge
that the act done in all probability would cause death.
The Supreme Court has clarified that the section 304A of I.P.C. is applicable only when death is caused due
to rash and negligent act of the accused, which is an
essential element to attract said provision.
This section deals with homicide by negligence and
covers that class of offences, where death is caused
neither intentionally nor with the knowledge that the
act of the offender is likely to cause death, but because
of the rash and negligent act of the offender. This
clause limits itself to rash and negligent acts which
cause death, but falls short of culpable homicide of
either description. When any of the two elements,
namely, intention or knowledge, is present this section
has no application.

Read
more:
http://www.lawnotes.in/Section_304_of_
Indian_Penal_Code,_1860#ixzz2xW9h8lkw
Section 304A of Indian Penal Code, 1860 deals with
Causing death by negligence.

Thus it’s clear that the facts which must be proven
in order to invoke the applicability of this section are
essentially three folds:

From the Act
Whoever causes the death of any person by doing
any rash or negligent act not amounting to culpable
homicide shall be punished with imprisonment of
either description for a term which may extend to two
years, or with fine, or with both.

1) Death of a human being;
2) The accused caused the death;
3) The death was caused by the doing of a rash and
negligent act, though it did not amount to culpable
homicide.

Read more: http://www.lawnotes.in/Section_304A_of_
Indian_Penal_Code,_1860#ixzz2xWBsjmEP

The ‘rash or negligent act’ referred to in this section
means the act which is the immediate cause of death,
and not any act or omission, which can utmost be said
to be a remote cause of death. If an act is intended
to hurt and injure a specific person or object, the
perpetrator of the act must be imputed with an
intentional act done with consideration and cannot
amount to a ‘rash’ and ‘negligent’ act. It is imperative
to note that there is difference between rashness and
negligence. A rash act is primarily an overhasty act.

Commentary on the applicability of Section 304 A
( Excerpts )
The original Indian Penal Code, 1860 had no
provision providing punishment for causing death
by negligence. Section 304-A was inserted in the Code
in 1870 by the Indian Penal Code (Amendment) Act,
1870. This section did not create a new offence but was
directed towards the offences which fall outside the
range of section 299 and 300 of the Indian Penal Code,
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been the direct result of the rash and negligent act
of the accused, and that act must be proximate and
efficient cause without the intervention of another’s
negligence, and it must be a causacausans, and not
causa sine quo non.

Negligence is a breach of duty caused by omission to
do something, which a reasonable guided, by those
considerations which ordinarily regulate the conduct
of human affairs would do.
The requirement of section 304-A of I.P.C. is that; death
of any person must have been caused by the accused
doing any rash or negligent act. In other words, there
must be proof that the rash and negligent act of the
accused was the proximate cause of death. There
must be a direct nexus between the death of a person
and the rash or negligent act of the accused, a remote
nexus is not enough. To impose criminal liability u/s
304-A of IPC it is necessary that the death should have

Further the Supreme Court has laid down that, to
render a person liable for neglect of duty there must
be such a degree of culpability as to amount to gross
negligence on his part. It is not every little slip or
mistake that will make a man so liable.
Refer:
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/article/l451section-304-A-of-I.P.C.-be-a-license-to-kill.html

Annexure II
Report of Safety Audit carried out at Mahaan Ispat Project /Expansion Site (Excerpts)
Conducted during  21-23. X.20xx ( 2 months prior to the referred incident)
The audit has the following objectives:-

 Work Permit systems

• To carry out a systematic, critical appraisal of all
construction hazards involving personnel, plant,
services and operation method at worksite and

 Incident reporting and analysis
 Corrective action and Preventive action
 First aid & Fire Protection facilities

• To ensure that the present Construction Safety
system fully satisfy the legal requirements,
company’s written safety policies, procedures,
objectives and applicable safety guidelines

 House keeping
 Personnel Protective Equipment
 Occupational Health and Hygiene

Scope of audit

2) Audit on technical elements

Construction safety audit of the project site was
carried out in two parts:

 Excavation

1) Audit on Safety & Health Management Systems
at project site

 Piling

 Blasting
 Scaffolding

 Health Safety and Environment (HSE) Policy

 Working at Height

 HSE Plan

 Material Handling

 Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (HIRA)

 Structural Erection

 Safety Inspections

 Grinding, Welding and Gas Cutting

 Safety Organization and Committees

 Plant & Machinery

 Awareness and Training

 Electrical Safety
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• Joint Inspections are conducted by project safety
under SED along with Projects deptt. & ZSOs and
memos are issued to contractors for violation of
safety norms including penalties (depending upon
the gravity & repetitiveness of violations as per the
terms of contract). A record of memos/ penalties
with details like date of observation, Memo No.,
Zone/area, party, violation etc. is maintained. A
copy of the memo is given to GM(S & FS), GM
(Projects- concerned zone), and DGM I/c (Projectsconcerned zone) and the concerned contractor/
sub contractor.

Standards Adopted
The sources of Standards referred are in two folds:1. Statutory: This covers all the safety legislation as
well as other legislation dealing with safety like:
a) The Factories Act, 1948 and State Factories
Rules, 1962
b) The Building and Other Construction Workers
(BOCW) Act 1996 & Central Rules 1998
2. Non - Statutory:
a) Safety clauses in the terms of contract
b) Relevant Indian Standards (IS) applicable to
Construction Industry

• Instances of penalties of Rs. 20,000/- for working
at height without height pass, no arrangement
for lifelines for anchoring the lanyard of full body
harness etc. were noticed. The system involves
issuing warning for 1st violations and from 2nd
violation onwards, penalties are charged as per
terms of the contract. Deductions of fines are
intimated by Zonal heads to SED which is also
documented.

c) IPSS 1:11 Standards on Personnel Safety
Appliances and Procedures
d) ILO code on practice ‘ Safety & Health in
Construction’
Observation on Safety Management Systems
Some of the observations made during study of
documents/ records maintained by SED/ Project
Safety/ Agencies are given below for improvement /
remedial at an early date.

• Induction training is imparted to the workers by
Projects safety on general project related hazards
after which Contractor workers are issued gate
pass valid for 1 year / duration of the contract
whichever is lower.

A. Safety Policy:

• System of conducting Job safety analysis by the
contract operating authority and signed by the
contractor before imparting induction training to
contractor workers by SED is in vogue .

Provisions of Sections 7A (3), 41-B(2) and 112 of
Factories Act 1948 requires preparation of a written
statement of policy in respect of health and safety of
workers at work.

• Internal safety audit of project sites are conducted
every week (on Tuesday) as per schedule by a team
comprising members from SED, Project safety,
ZSO and Contract Labour cell.

The OSHAS Occupational Health & Safety Policy of
MAHAAN ISPAT signed by Head of Projects, has been
displayed in the offices.

• On line safety monitoring system started from
works area has also been extended to Project site.
Observations after any inspection/ audit is made
on-line, the compliance report of which is also fed
into the system within prescribed time limit by the
respective ZSO after receipt of the same (in hard
copy) from the concerned agency. This does not
only facilitates in paperless working but also saves
time and helps in better monitoring.

Some, but not all contractors. have documented safety
policy as a part of their HSE Plan. Rule 39 of BOCW
Rules, 1998 requires a written policy to be prepared by
every establishment employing 50 or more workers.
B. Safety setup, Organization, Roles & responsibilities
Role of Project Safety Group
• Project Safety group under SED is headed by AGM
(Safety), SED who report to GM (Safety & FS) and
is assisted by an AGM and two Asstt. Managers.

• Project safety group under SED organizes
fortnightly meeting with Zonal Safety officers
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D. Training and Education

which is chaired by DGM (Safety), SED.
Observations made during the intervening
period, pending points from the last meeting and
compliance status are discussed. Consolidated
Zone & contractor wise inspection/ audit details
along with types of violations and their compliance
status are also discussed in the meeting. Last
meeting was held on 7/1/2013. Minutes of the
meeting are circulated to ED (Projects), GM (S&FS)
and all GMs (Projects).

System of imparting induction training of 1 1/2 hour
duration to new workers by Project Safety group
under SED thrice every week before issue of gate
pass is in vogue. In emergency, temporary gate pass
is issued for 14 days as per the recommendation of
contract operating authority for which concerned
ZSO imparts necessary training at site. New training
hall (TPL Building) near expansion office has been
earmarked for training of around 150 workers at a
time. Photos depicting different types of PPEs are
displayed in the training hall to familiarize them
about the methodology & importance of their usage.
The hall is provided with only audio facility.

Role of Project deptt.
• Head of Projects monthly reviews safety status with
GMs, Zonal heads, ZSOs etc. Last meeting was held
on 12/1/xx. Minutes of the meeting was distributed
to ED (Projects), GMs (Projects), DGM I/c (Safety)
through DGM (Projects Safety, HR & RB).

In addition, safety officers of the contractor also
impart orientation training / safety talk on site specific
hazards before deploying workers at site.
Safety awareness programme ‘JAGRITI’ are being
conducted in Projects area for Contractor labours
followed by question/ answer session and winners
are suitably awarded. Last such programmes was
organized on 22/12/20xx which was attended by 108
workers.

Role of Contractor
Some, but not all of the contractors have deployed
qualified safety officer to monitor and enforce safety
norms during project activities. However, the same
has not been found with the all the sub-contractors.

First aid training is imparted to project workers by
OHS representatives phase wise. Last such training
was held at 12/8/xx which was attended by 47 workers,
site supervisors & safety officers. One such training
was also underway on 19/1/xx at MSDS-V (Power zone,
M/s AERVA site) during site visit by the audit team.

C. Project Safety Management Plan
Each project has several planning activities which
are accomplished during execution of the project. It
consists of developing Project safety plan addressing
various phases like design safety, construction safety
& commissioning & start up plans to facilitate
in defining the scope of work and activities to be
performed. Based on this, all contractors need to
develop Site specific safety plan covering project
hazards and control measures including other
elements like awareness & education, meetings etc.

E. Safety Awareness, Motivation and Participation
Safety Banners & Posters are an effective and proven
tool to remind people to remain alert & vigilant and
aims at reinforcing safe behaviour amongst them.
• During audit, only a few banners and posters were
found to be displayed at various project sites.

It was found that some contractors have prepared
a detailed EHS Plan covering elements like safety
policy, roles & responsibilities, Risk assessment,
safety procedures for various project activities like
working at height, excavation, piling, concreting,
welding & cutting, structural erection, training, PPEs,
emergency action plan etc. and associated checklists
for inspection etc.

• It was informed that all project contractors had
celebrated National safety day (4th March) &
Safety month (January) and organized various
competitions for promoting safety awareness
amongst their employees.
• All contractors may be asked to devise schemes
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G. Accident reporting, analysis and Investigation

for awarding workers on the basis of their overall
attitude towards safe practices.

• There has not been any fatal accident at Project
sites since commencement of activities.

• Penalty provisions for violation of safety norms by
the contractors leading to injury/ fatality exists as
per details given below:
Category of violation

• Reportable accidents are discussed verbally
with the contractors and corrective actions and
preventive actions are taken.

Penalty

• Some of the contractors have the system of
documenting near miss cases. However, no such
cases were identified / reported and documented
in the register kept for the purpose.

Category-1(Occasional violation Rs. 1000/of not wearing crash helmet in
works/ office area)
Category-II (Minor Violations)

Rs. 2500/-

Category-III (Major Violation)

Rs. 7500/-

Category–IV(High Risk Violations) Rs. 20,000/-

H. Personal Protective Equipment:

Category – V (Fatal accident cases) Rs. 3 lakhs / 20% of
the contract value
whichever is lower.

• M/s ABC, (Contractor) has the system of color
codification of the helmets and fluorescent jackets
to facilitate easy identification as per the following

• The modes of recovery of above penalties are as
follows :

 Green

: Safety

 Yellow : Workmen

o In case of violations from category I & II, if
repeated for the second time and onwards,
the penalty are recovered from the dues of
the contractor on the advice of SED and the
operating authority are kept informed.

 Blue

: Supervisor

 White

: Site Engineers

 Red

: Electrician

• Usage of conventional PPEs like Safety shoes, safety
helmets etc. in general was found to be good with
some exceptions noted at M/s XXX site. The culture
of using chin strap of safety helmet was found to
be missing at most of the sites. However usage of
Job specific PPEs like hand gloves, gum boots, eye
googles, Fall arrestor etc. needs improvement.

o In case of violations from category III& IV, if
repeated for second time onwards, the penalty
are recovered by the Finance deptt. against the
advice of SED (as decided in consultation with
the operating authority within 3 days from the
date of violation).
o In fatal cases (category V), SED official impose
the fine without consulting the operating
authority and direct Finance deptt. to deduct
from the contractor’s dues.

• Records of issue of PPEs employee-wise are
maintained by most of the contractor which was
verified during the audit.
I. First Aid , Fire Safety and Medical check-up:

F. Systems and Procedures

• First aid boxes are available with most of the
contractor. However requisite materials were not
available in most of the boxes at the time of audit.

• OHSAS-18001 has been extended to Projects area.
Internal audits by certified lead auditors have been
started.

• Provision of portable fire extinguishers was found
at some of the sites. These are being checked as per
schedule and inspection / testing date and next
due date are marked on them.

• There is no system of work permit for critical &
hazardous job as per clause 7.2 of General Terms
and conditions of the contract.
• System of daily inspection by of critical jobs
contractor’s supervisors/ safety officers with the
help of checklist is not in vogue at many sites.

• Mock drills are being conducted at different
project sites in association with Fire Services Deptt.
of MAHAAN ISPAT to spread awareness on usage
of extinguishers and rescue measures at the time

• Requisite & valid labour license by Regional Labour
Commissioner, was available with the contractors.
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of emergency. A documented schedule exists for
carrying out such drills.

Audit of Technical elements
A. Excavation

• Initial medical examination of contractor workers
before issue of gate pass is done. The same is done
again at the time of renewal of gate passes after
1 year. Mandatory Medical examination before
issue of height pass is done as per the prevailing
norms of Mahaan Ispat. However, eye testing of
mobile equipment operators is not being done as
per statutory provisions.

• Barrication along many of the excavated pits was
found to be inadequate. At M/s ABC site, barrication
was missing in one side of pit for cooling tower ,
PCI exhauster area and cast house runner area. At
M/s XXX (Universal Rail Mill site), it was missing in
most of the pits.
• Pits with depths > 1.2 meters must have proper
access (ramps/ ladders) for movement of persons
and transport of materials. However at M/s SPCL
site, in the pit for concrete column erection for
Blower house, no such approach was seen. At M/s
(in MCC-A building & Chilling Plant) and M/s XXX
site, provision of safe access was missing.

J. Housekeeping:
• Housekeeping in general needs lot of improvement.
This requires attention in working area, fabrication
yards as well as erection sites of all the contractors.
• Lots of structural / scrap items are lying in
haphazard manner leaving little room for
movement of men & machine.

• At M/s XXX & MMM sites, overhanging boulders,
reinforcement rods etc were found lying close to
the edge of the pit wall. At XXX site, vertical cut
without any shoring arrangements were noticed.
Also in few sites, heavy equipments were seen
plying along the narrow passage by the side of
excavated pits.

• There is no system of housekeeping inspection
either by contractor / SED with the help of checklist.
K. Emergency Plan :
There is no project specific Emergency Action Plan
in place to deal with emergency situations like cave
in, structural collapse, flooding of trenches, fall of
persons from height, collapse of lifting appliances
etc.

B. Working at Height
• Height pass is issued by the Project Safety group
under SED to the contractor workers deployed for
height jobs. Prior to the issue of height passes, workers
are imparted safety inductions for working at height
followed by demonstration on the height rig erected
for the purpose. Workers reporting for height pass
are required to bring the medical fitness from a civil
surgeon (up to 10m height) and registered medical
practioner from Govt. hospital (for height more than
10m) as per MAHAAN ISPAT norms.

Some Contractors have documented Emergency plan
as a part of their EHS Plan / manual covering details
of key persons, emergency control centre, assembly
points, communication system etc. As informed,
emergency vehicle is available with contractors for
transporting the injured persons in case of need.

• Records of height passes are also being maintained
by most of the contractor.

L. Welfare amenities:
• Some of the contractors have made arrangement
for drinking water at site by maintaining earthen
pots/ utilizing existing facilities of running plants
in case of Brownfield expansion. Facilities like rest
shelter etc. were found to missing at most of the
sites.

• There is no structured system of inspections of
height jobs with the help of a checklist at most of
the sites. M/s ABC has system of weekly inspection
by the safety officers, M/s NNN & XXX have no
such systems.
• Usage of fall arrestors and safety nets during height
jobs was not observed at any of the sites. However
provision of full body harness (FBH) with double

• At M/s XXX Substation -48 site, few persons were
found to taking shelter under the narrow space
beneath the stacked wooden sleepers.
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• At some of the sites like M/s BEC CDCP site,
provision of Flash back arrestors was not found at
both fuel cylinder and torch end.

lanyard and life line arrangements were seen with
a few exceptions.
• During visit to different sites, some deviations from
height safety norms were observed as mentioned
below:
-

-

-

-

-

-

• Filled and empty gas cylinders were found to be
lying haphazardly in horizontal position without
proper securing arrangements.

At M/s XXX , NNN & BEC sites, few persons
were found to be working at height without
a mandatory height pass. At M/s XXX site,
persons were found to be walking on beams
and getting down through monkey ladders
without anchoring their full body harness due
to absence of required lifelines. At M/s BEC site,
a person was seen climbing height with welding
cable without anchoring his FBH. At M/s SPCL
site, some persons were found anchoring their
FBH to an anchorage point much below their
shoulder level.

• Valve protection caps were not provided for gas
cylinders kept in storage areas as well as those kept
for use at various locations.
• At some sites, welding cables were found to be
with many naked joints.
• Practice of transporting gas / oxygen cylinders
through hydras without any proper arrangement
as well as through cycle was noticed / informed.
D. Electrical Safety
• At many sites, cables for making electrical
connection was found to be laid on the path meant
for movement of men & machine.

At most of the sites, rungs welded to column
without fall arrestor arrangement were used to
climb heights which is not a safe practice.

• Most of the contractors do not have a system of
daily inspection of electrical installation with a
checklist.

At M/s NNN site, in the new scrubber under
construction, working platform at different
levels were provided with damaged / worn out
GI sheets without adequate side railings.

• All Power Distribution Boxes (PDB) for providing
electrical connections of equipment was found
to be covered. At M/s XXX sites, PDB boxes were
found to be locked to avoid unauthorized use.

At some sites, scaffolds being used were found
without proper access facility and firm bottom
support. Also provision of proper railing ( top
& middle) and toe boards were missing.

• At most of the sites, provision of routing of
incoming power through ELCBs / RCCBs has been
made with a few exceptions.

During audit, system of daily height pass
register as suggested in earlier audits with
details like height safety talk, availability of
required PPEs along with names of persons
deputed at height job on daily basis could not
be found.

• At M/s XXX site, competent electricians could
not be made available when called for showing
earthing connections in welding transformers.
E. Material Handling, Lifting machines, Tools & Tackles
• Mobile cranes, Tower cranes, Hydra cranes,
Trucks, Trailers, Pocklains etc. are used as material
handling equipment at sites. Wire rope slings,
chain sling & web slings are commonly used tools
& tackles.

At M/s TPL site (Utility zone), ladder provided
for going to height for Argon pipelines erection
job was found to be of substandard quality.

C. Welding and Gas Cutting

• Annual examination of ‘Lifting Machines , Tools &
Tackles’ with certificate from competent persons
as required under Section 29(1a) of Factories Act
was available with most of the contractors with a
few exception. However, records as per statutory

• Welding transformers was found to be with proper
earthing connections in most of the sites.
• Welders/ Gas cutters are using job specific PPEs like
face shield and hand gloves barring one exception
found at M/s ABC BF#8 site.
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register prescribed under statute are not being
maintained.

camera in the rear and facility of display in the
cabin for warning the operator.

• Safe Working Load of lifting machines, was not
found to be displayed on the cranes at some of the
sites.

• At M/s XXX site, wire rope slings used with Piling
machine was found to be damaged.
• Following provisions were not observed in any of
the sites:

• M/s ABC has the system of crane inspection by the
safety officer and engineer on monthly basis and
other heavy vehicles every 2-3 months. The said
system is not in vogue in most of other sites.

o Vision testing of mobile equipment operators
before deploying them in job and at periodic
interval prescribed under statute.

• At M/s ABC site, provisions of wheel guards were
found. In other sites, this provision was missing.
At Mcnally site, hydras were seen transporting
material without any guide rope attached. In
M/s XXX site, hydra was seen transporting
material rubbing against the ground (without
freely suspended condition) in reverse direction.
In these sites, workers accompanying the hydra
were found moving in front of the machine (close
to front tyres) near the suspended load which is
unsafe.

o Stacking of structural materials in earmarked
areas with proper barricading posing difficulty
during handling / movements.
o Road safety signs, caution boards etc. for
alerting the drivers.
F. Safety during structural steel erection
System of adhering to safety protocol during heavy
erection jobs with names & responsibility and prior
inspection through checklist is not in vogue. However,
as informed, protocol is prepared for working in
hazardous areas in the vicinity of running plant.

• M/s ABC has recently procured and using an
advanced model of hydra having sensors and

Annexure III

Powers and Duties of Inspectors under Factories Act

service of the Government or any local or other
public authority, as he thinks fit, and place which
is used, or which he has reason to believe is used,
as a. factory ;

The Factories Act empowers the State Government
to appoint Inspectors, Chief Inspectors of Factories,
Additional Chief Inspectors, Joint Chief Inspectors and
Deputy Chief Inspectors. Every District Magistrate is
an Inspector for his district. No person can act as an
Inspector if. He is or becomes directly or indirectly
interested in a factory or in any process or business
carried on therein or in any patent or machinery
connected therewith.

(b) make examination of the premises, plant and
machinery;
(c) require the production of any prescribed register
and any other document relating to the factory,
and take on the spot or otherwise statements of
any person which he may consider necessary for
carrying out the purposes of the Act; and

Powers of Inspectors. Section 9 provides that subject
to any rules made in this behalf, an Inspector may
exercise the following powers within the local limits
for which he is appointed :

(d) exercise such other powers as may be prescribed
for carrying out the purposes of this Act.
No person shall be compelled under this section to
answer any question or give any evidence tending to
incriminate himself.

(a) enter, with such assistants, being persons in the
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Under Section 91, an Inspector may take a sample
of any subs¬tance, used or intended to be used in a
factory, for the purpose of finding out whether the
substance is injurious and if the factory is violating
any of the provisions of the Act.

examined by, an Inspector, shall be punishable ~with
imprisonment for a term which may extend to three
months or with fine which may extend to Rs. 300 or
with both.-Sec. 95.
The onus is on the prosecution to show that a person
has obstructed an inspector.

Obstructing an Inspector. Whoever wilfully obstructs
an Inspector in the exercise of any power conferred on
him by or under this Act, or fails to produce on demand
by an Inspector any registers of other documents in
his custody kept in pursuance of this Act or of any
rules made thereunder, or conceals or prevents any
worker in a factory from appearing before, or being

Duties of Inspector. It is the duty of factory inspectors
to enforce the provisions of the Factories Act and other
industrial laws. For this purpose they inspect factories
periodically. If any rule is violated they take steps like
prosecuting the guilty persons etc.
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Book Review

The Business of Influence: Reframing Marketing
and PR for the Digital Age
Philip Sheldrakem

"The Influence
Scorecard, using
the Six Influence
Flows, places
influence in
the center of
organizational
strategy by
coordinating
disconnected
influence processes
and mapping them
into the fabric of
the organization."

T

he Business of Influence by Philip Sheldrake provides a framework to integrate
marketing and public relations throughout an organization. This framework
titled Six Influence Flows involves identifying an organization’s stakeholders’
influence with each other with respect to both the organization and its competitors.
Applying this framework via the Influence Scorecard, maps influence objectives
throughout an organization’s corporate strategy. Thus, by using the Influence
Scorecard, Marketing and PR functions can be fully integrated throughout the
business to achieve organizational influence objectives. In this book we delve on
two key concepts enumerated in the book i.e. Six Influence Flows and Influence
Scorecard.
The Six Influence Flows
The Six Influence Flows is an elegant framework used to map an organization’s
influence in a methodical manner. The Six Influence Flows include:
• The organization’s influence over its stakeholders.

• The organization’s stakeholders’ influence over each other with respect to the
organization.
• The organization’s stakeholders’ influence over other organizations.
• The organization’s competitors’ influence over stakeholders.
• Stakeholders’ influence over each other with respect to the organization’s
competitors.
• Stakeholders’ influence over the organization’s competitors.
The author argues that the Six Influence Flows needs to be intimately interconnected
and that they should not be considered separate from each other. Using all Six Flows
to manage influencing and being influenced simultaneously provides insight into
stakeholders’ situations, needs, and desires while establishing the organization’s
response to newly identified stakeholder requirements. Influence is not based on
popularity or expertise. Rather, to start with organizational influence manifestations
are based on relevance, resonance, accessibility, engagement, and curiosity and as
the influence of an organization evolves, reputation, trust, significance, authenticity
and authority are the resultant outcomes of influence. In the end, all Influence Flows
holistically develop an organization’s influence. A successful influence strategy
results in desirable opinions held about an organization’s products or services and
is integral to achieving organizational objectives.
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The Influence Scorecard

Placing influence at the center of corporate strategy
will transform the job descriptions of conventional
titles and create new titles requiring different skill sets
and organizational responsibilities, particularly within
the C-Suite. Specifically, the Chief Influence Officer
(CIO) position will need to be created in organizations
seeking to establish a competitive advantage by
adopting an influence strategy via the Influence
Scorecard. This individual will be responsible for
implementing influence as the core organizational
objective, and he will only be able to do this if he
possesses broad experience across all the business units
and can view the organization holistically. In general,
to become an Influence Professional, traditionally
creative positions will need to become more datadriven. The traditional Marketing and PR functions,
in general are also on the height of a technologyinduced transformation. The Six Influence Flows
framework is an avenue to accelerate and assimilate
the transformation of Marketing and PR into the
digital age and transformation of Marketing and PR
professionals into “Influence Professionals”.

The Influence Scorecard is a subset of the Balanced
Scorecard and contains key performing influence
indicators cutting across functional silos. The Six
Influence Flows framework removes obstacles,
fragmentation, and disjointedness often associated
with Marketing and PR objectives. The Influence
Scorecard, using the Six Influence Flows, places
influence in the center of organizational strategy by
coordinating disconnected influence processes and
mapping them into the fabric of the organization.
The influence objectives compel the formulation
of the influence strategy. An organization’s unique
influence strategy is comprised of influence activities
the organization must excel at in order to create a
sustainable marketplace difference. These influence
objectives are developed within the context of the
organization’s vision, mission, and values. However, in
general, to develop an over-arching influence strategy
using the Influence Scorecard the intangible assets
of critical human, information and organizational
components must be identified and enhanced.
Also, a business management process system,
preferably the Balanced Scorecard, should be in use,
and if it is not, it must be constructed. Appropriate
metrics, or key performance indicators, must be
identified and applied. Finally, communicating the
influence-centered corporate strategy via cause-and
effect metrics will align the structural and cultural
organization when employees, the stakeholders in
this instance, perform as they are measured.

Published by :
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Year of Publication : 2011
Book Reviewed by :
Dr Satyajit Jena
Asstt General Manager (Acad) & Sr Faculty Member
MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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Article Digest

Employee Engagement and CSR: Transactional,
Relational and Developmental Approaches
Philip Mirvis

"By contrast, the
relational model
treats CSR as central
to the identity of
both the company
and its employeesyielding, say, a
socially responsible
company staffed
by value-driven
people."

CSR is being used today as a “tool” to recruit, retain, and engage employees. In
creasing numbers of young people worldwide aspire for “something more” from
a job. Three out of four of the Millennial Generation (born 1978-1998) wants to
work for a company that “cares about how it impacts and contributes to society.
Several studies aimed directly on the linkage between CSR and employee
engagement have found a strong correlation between employee’s commitment
to their organization and how they rate its social responsibility. Companies are
taking different approaches to engaging their employees through CSR. This article
explores three different ways that companies design and manage their efforts:
• A transactional approach, where programs are undertaken to meet the
needs and interests of those employees who want to take part in the socially
responsible efforts of a company;
• A relational approach, where an organization and its employees together make
a commitment to social responsibility; and
• A developmental approach, where a company aims to more fully activate and
develop its employees and the firm to produce greater value for business and
society.
In the transactional model what is important to the company is to recruit and
retain “talent” and CSR programs are akin to an employee benefit-a part of “what’s
on offer” in the company’s incentive package. By contrast, the relational model
treats CSR as central to the identity of both the company and its employeesyielding, say, a socially responsible company staffed by value-driven people.
The developmental model considers CSR not only as a joint obligation, but as a
joint opportunity- it helps to connect the dots between employee, employer, and
society. On the company side, this shifts the conversation from “what can CSR do
for our employees?” To “what can our employees do to make us (and themselves)
better corporate citizens?” In each of these three models, firms can aim to“do
good”for society and to “do well” in terms of employee commitment, reputational
benefits, and long-term financial returns. A closer look at the strategic intent and
positioning of each these three engagement models, and at the assumptions about
employee motivation behind and potential benefits afforded by them, highlight
their strengths and limitations in delivering on these aims.
• Transactional Model = HR Management: Such a perspective holds that just as
companies succeed by fulfilling the needs of their customers, they can manage
their employees best by viewing them as internal customers, fulfilling their
needs through a compelling menu of “job-products” whose features include
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salary, benefits packages and job responsibilities.
Designed properly, the job-products can
contribute dramatically to job satisfaction,
employee retention and productivity. A key task
for managers, then, is to incorporate CSR into job
products that are tailored to the diverse needs
of employees. Employee engagement in CSR
leads to pride in the company, which in turn is
positively related to employee performance and
negatively to intention to quit. CSR “humanizes”
the company in ways that other facets of the job
cannot. However, there are limitations to the
individualized approach to engaging employees
through CSR. It can turn a company’s relationship
with society into a fragmented series of initiatives
and programs—each a potential “job product” for
employees but without a sense of how they hang
together and what a firm is trying to accomplish
overall.

organizational strategies for talent attraction and
retention.
• Transactional Model = Satisfying Needs: HR is
today positioning CSR as a means to fit the ego
needs of many of today’s well-educated, more
socially conscious millennials, who have been
reared in an era of relative prosperity and schooled
to be sensitive to society’s ills and planetary perils.
• Relational Model = Expressing Identity: In a
relational context, CSR initiates a conversation
between individual and corporate identity that
shapes a company’s culture and also its employees.
Employees whose aspirations to live and work
responsibly are fulfilled through their companies
thereby serve as effective brand ambassadors
for their firms through their word of-mouth
commentary. They also produce social capital-a
web of positive relevant relationships-that
connects their companies to other stakeholders
and the public at large.

• Relational Model = A Socially Responsible
Culture: To the extent that the transactional model
targets CSR at “me”-the individual employeethe relational models shifts the focus to “we”-the
collective employee community. In its simplest
form, this is manifest by engaging employees
in “all staff ” volunteer days, in company-wide
recycling programs, or in on-boarding processes at
companies like salesforce.com where new hires are
thrust into community services activities as part of
their orientation program. At deeper levels, it has
a company articulate, and employees embrace, a
shared vision, mission, and values that stress CSR.
The strength of the relational model to employee
engagement is that it provides an integrated
platform of CSR initiatives and programs through
which to engage employees and embed social
responsibility into the company culture or DNA.

• Developmental Model = Realizing Purpose:
Engagement through CSR might help people
address not only “Who am I?” but also the larger
existential and developmental questions of “Why
am I?
Employees engaged through CSR can produce social
and business value through their volunteer service
and through their jobs, relationships, products, and
services. However, in the decision to launch or invest
more in these activities, and in their design and
delivery, it behoves companies to think about what
they are doing and why.
• The transactional model of engagement seems to
work well enough in meeting employee’s needs
and aids in recruiting and retention. Shifting it
toward “skills based” volunteering and to “brandrelevant” service options further advances a firm’s
strategic interests and can be a rallying point for
employees. The transactional model also seems
apt for companies that have a highly differentiated
culture where individual contributors or local
working units are best positioned to do their own
thing with regard to volunteerism and to effecting
social- and eco-innovations in their local markets.
Finally, this model, because of its preponderance
among companies, is likely sufficient for firms that

• Developmental Model = Socio-Commercial
Innovation: The developmental model enlarges
the scope of engagement through CSR furtherfrom me to we to “all of us” -engaging a company,
its employees, and often stakeholders in the
corporate ecosystem
The relation between CSR and employee engagement
All these approaches to CSR have implications for
employee engagement, which is a key element of
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and willing to cooperate with and reach out to others,
and inclined toward some self-sacrifice for the sake
of the “group.” The developmental model seems
to reflect homo communicans-the view that people
prefer to stay in contact with and connected to the
surrounding world in their economic and social life.

are not competing on the basis of their social and
environmental performance.
• The relational model of engagement seems
more relevant in companies where CSR-seeking
workers are employed and in demand, in labor
markets where a “war for talent ” is underway, and
in industries where employee loyalty is one source
of competitive advantage. The relational model
also fits in companies whose ethos, internally and
externally, is infused with CSR.

It is important for companies to clarify assumptions
about people in the selection and definition of
management practices. It makes sense, too, to
have employees directly involved in developing a
company’s engagement philosophy and strategy.
That way their voices-as workers, to be sure, but also
as family and community members, and as citizens of
a society and the planet-can also be reflected in the
design and operations of their company’s CSR efforts.

• A more developmental model of engagement
is relevant in industries where human capital
is mobile and integral to success and where
companies are innovating rapidly in the CSR and
sustainability space.
Decisions about engagement also reflect how
companies think about people and their desired
relationship with employees. The transactional model,
for instance, seems most suited to the archetype of homo
economicus-the rational, calculative, self-interested
image of humans whose motives are personal gain,
even in their charity. By contrast, the relational model
embodies homo reciprocans-a view of humans as ready

Article Digest prepared by :
Sanjay Dhar
Asstt General Manager (Acad) & Sr Faculty Member
MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
Source :
California Management Review, Summer, 2012
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meleled efJekeâeme Deewj efnleOeejkeâ Yeeefielee
Fvoj kegâceej DeÛehueeveer*

¶lrr~ fodkl dk
vFkZ gS ,slk fodkl
tks orZeku dh
t:jrksa dh iwfrZ]
dy vkus okyh ih<+h
dh vko';drkvksa
dh iwfrZ dh {kerk
ls le>kSrk fd;s
fcuk] vkt fd;k tk
ldrk gSA¸

v

xj vki lrr~ fodkl dh ifjHkk"kk tkuus dh dksf'k'k djsxsa rks vkidks lSdM+ksa ifjHkk"kk,a
fey tk;sxha] ijUrq ,d ifjHkk"kk tks ¶oYMZ dfea'ku vkWu bUo;kjuesaV ,aM MsoyesaV¸
us viuh 1987 dh fjiksVZ esa nh Fkh] lrr~ fodkl ;kfu ^^lLVsuscy MsoyiesaV¸ dh lcls
ljy vkSj izpfyr ifjHkk"kk gS] blds vuqlkj %
¶lrr~ fodkl dk vFkZ gS ,slk fodkl tks orZeku dh t:jrksa dh iwfrZ] dy vkus okyh ih<+h
dh vko';drkvksa dh iwfrZ dh {kerk ls le>kSrk fd;s fcuk] vkt fd;k tk ldrk gSA¸
;w¡ rks ;g ifjHkk"kk cM+h ljy izrhr gksrh gS ijUrq bldk vFkZ gS D;k\ gekjh vkt dh
vko';drk,a D;k gSa vkSj dSls gekjh vkt dh vko';drk dh iwfrZ dy dh ih<+h dks izHkkfor
dj ldrh gS\ bldk vFkZ le>us ds fy, dqN iy ds fy, viuh vkt dh dqN eq[;
vko';drkvksa ij utj Mkfy, vkSj lksfp, fd buesa vkil esa D;k fojks/kHkkl gSA
;Fkk] ftank jgus ds fy, lkal ysuk t:jh gS vkSj lk¡l ysus ds fy, vkidks 'kq¼ ,oa LoPN
gok dh vko';drk gS ijUrq lkFk gha vkidks vkokxeu ds fy, dkj dh vko';drk Hkh
eglwl dh gSA vki tkurs gSa fd dkj pykus ls gok iznqf'kr gksrh gS vxj blh rjg okguksa
dh la[;k c<+rh jgh rks ,d uk ,d fnu ,slk vk;sxk dh lk¡l ysuk nwHkj gks tk;sxkA vc
lksfp;s fd vkidh igyh vko';drk D;k gS\ 'kq¼ gok vFkok dkjA tc vki viuh ,d
vko';drk dh iwfrZ dh ckr dj jgsa gSa rks vko';drkvksa esa vxj bruk Vdjko utj vk
jgk gS rks dYiuk dhft;s fd vxj ge lekt] 'kgj] ns'k vFkok fo'o dh vko';drkvksa
vkSj mudh iwfrZ gsrq orZeku vkSj Hkfo"; dh ih<+h esa Vdjko ds ckjs esa lkspsa rks D;k fLFkfr
utj vk;sxhA ,d NksVk lk mnkgj.k vkSj nsf[k;s fd gj O;olk;h U;wure etnwjh ij dke
djkuk pkgrk gS rkfd mlds mRiknu dh ykxr de jgs vkSj og xzkgdksa dh vko';drkvksa
dh iwfrZ de nke ds mRikn csp dj Hkh dj lds] ;g mldh vko';drk gSA ijUrq dkexj
dh vko';drk gS fd mls bruh etnwjh feys fd og viuk vkSj vius ifjokj dk Hkj.k
iks"k.k vklkuh ls dj ldsA
vHkh gky gh esa eSaus ,d Vsyhfotu dk;ZØe esa dpjs dks tykdj fctyh cukus dh rduhd
ij ,d ppkZ lquhA ppkZ cM+h jkspd Fkh blfy, fd vkt gekjs ns'k esa fctyh vkiwfrZ dh
tks fLFkfr gS mlds fy, bl rduhd ls dkiQh lLrh njksa ij fo|qr mRiknu dj ge viuh
vko';drkvksa dh iwfrZ dj ldrs gSaA ijUrq ;g lqudj fny ngy x;k fd dwM+k tykdj
fo|qr mRiknu dh bl izfØ;k esa ge okrkoj.k esa ,slh tgjhyh gok ?kksy jgs gSa tks jaxghu
,oa xa/ghu gS ijUrq bruh fouk'kdkjh gS fd dqN le; ckn bl tgjhyh gok esa thus okys
*Ghe-ceneØeyebOekeâ (Mew#eefCekeâ) SJeb JejerÙe mebkeâeÙe meomÙe, Sce0 šer0 DeeF&0, mesue, jeBÛeer
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yksx fofHkÂ tkuysok fcekfj;ksa ls xzflr gks tk;saxs vkSj gks
ldrk gS vkus okyh ih<+h tUe ls gha fodykax gksA vc
crkb;s] D;k vki vkt dh lLrh fctyh ysuk ilUn djsaxsa
fd dy vkus okyh ih<+h dk Hkfo"; lqjf{kr djsxsa] fiQj pkgs
vkidks vkt dqN d"V gha D;ksa u lguk iM+sA

tkudkjh ,oa lwpuk,a izkIr djus ds fy, Hkh fd;k tkrk
gSA bl lc dk mn~ns'; fu.kZ; izfØ;k dks lqn`<+ cukuk gSA
fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk ds cgqr ls laHkkfor lq[kn ifj.kkeksa esa
'kkfey gS %


lrr~ fodkl ;kfu lLVsuscy~ MsoyiesaV dh ;wa rks dbZ rjg ls
O;k[;k dh tk ldrh gS] ijUrq blds ewy esa og n`f"Vdks.k
gS rks gesa lekt ds mÙkjnk;h lnL; gksus ds ukrs viuh vkt
dh t:jrksa vkSj vkusokys dy ds fy, i;kZoj.k] lkekftd
rkus&ckus ,oa vkfFkZd lhekvksa ds chp lkeatL; LFkkfir
djus ds fy, izsfjr djrk gSA lkeU;r% ge viuh ,d t:jr
ij è;ku nsrs jgs gSa vkSj mls iwjk djus dh tn~nkstgn esa ;g
Hkwy x;s fd gekjs bl iz;kl esa tkus vutkus ;g lksp gesa
vkSj lekt dks fdruk uqdlku vkt rd igq¡pk pqdh gSA
vxj i;kZoj.k dh ckr djsa rks lkjk fo'o vkt ¶Xykscy
okfe±x¸ dks ysdj fpafrr gSA nwljh vksj cSadksa ds va/k/q/
m/kj dh otg ls lSadM+ksa lky iwjkus cSad rd fnokfy;k
gks x;s vkSj ifj.kkeLo:i gtkjksa yk[kksa yksxksa ij viuh
vkftfodk dk ladV vk x;k vkSj dbZ ns'kksa dh ljdkjsa rd
ladV esa vk x;hA



O;olkf;d fu.kZ;ksa esa leqnk;ksa vkSj fgr/kjdksa dks
'kkfey dj yksdra=k dk lqn`<+hdj.kA
lkoZtfud ,oa futh lsokvksa dh xq.koÙkk ,oa lrr~rk esa
lq/kjA



vf/d ls vf/d lkeqnkf;d lkeatL;



lkoZtfud fgr ds tfVy eqn~nksa ls fuiVus esa vklkuhA

lcls igys tku ysrs gSa fd fgr/kjd dkSu gksrs gSaA ljy
'kCnksa esa ge dg ldrs gSa fd ^^dksbZ Hkh O;fDr ;k lewg
tks O;olk; ds fu.kZ;ksa ls izHkkfor gksrk gS ;k mUgsa izHkkfor
dj ldrk gS] fgr/kjd dgykrk gSA ^^,d O;olkf;d
laLFkku ds fy, mlds fuos'kd] va'k/kjd] deZpkjh] xzkgd
,oa vkiwfrZdÙkkZ mlds izkFkfed fgr/kjd gksrs gSaA ijUrq bl
ikjaifjd /kj.kk ls vkxs fudydj vkt leqnk;] ljdkj ,oa
O;kikfjd laxBuksa dks Hkh fgr/kjd dh ifjHkk"kk esa 'kkfey
dj fy;k x;k gSA

;|fi viuh i;kZoj.k lhekvksa esa jgdj fodkl djuk vkSj
fodkl dh ckr rd lkspuk lrr~ fodkl ds ewy esa gS]
ijUrq lrr~ fodkl dk vFkZ ,d LoLFk] lqn`<+ ,oa U;k;ksfpr
lekt dk fuekZ.kA vFkkZr yksxksa dh fofo/ vko';drkvksa
dh bl izdkj iwfrZ dh vkt vkSj vkus okys dy dh ihf<+;ksa
dks fodkl ds leku volj izkIr gksaA vc iz'u ;g gS fd
D;k ge dy dh ih<+h dh fpUrk esa orZeku dh viuh
vko';drkvksa ls le>kSrk dj ysaA dnkfi ugha] ijUrq gesa
viuh t:jrksa dh iwfrZ ds csgrj rjhds <wa<us gksaxs rkfd
ge vius orZeku dks [kq'kgky cuk ldsa vkSj lkFk gh lkFk
Hkfo"; esa vkus okyh t:jrksa ds fy, Hkh uk fliQZ vius
i;kZoj.k vfirq vU; lalk/u tSls ydM+h] dks;yk] [kfut
vkfn dks cpk ldsaA

fdlh Hkh O;olkf;d laLFkku ds lrr~ fodkl ds fy, ;g
varR; vko';d gS fd fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk dk LFkku laLFkku
ds ân; esa gksA orZeku ifjn`'; esa laLFkku ds lrr~ fodkl
ds fy, cuk;h x;h dksbZ Hkh ifj;kstuk fcuk fgr/kjdksa
dh Hkkxhnkjksa dk lg;ksx feysxkA fo'ks"kr;k yEch vof/
rd cktkj esa fVdus esa ogh m|ksx vFkok laLFkku dkjxj
gksxk ftls vius fgr/kjdksa dk iw.kZ lg;ksx ,oa leFkZu
izkIr gks vkSj tks viuh vko';drkvksa ds lkFk&lkFk vius
fgr/kjdksa dh vko';drkvksa dk Hkh è;ku j[kus esa liQy gks
vkSj mUgsa Hkh viuh liQyrk esa Hkkxhnkj cuk ldsA blh earO;
ls ljdkj us Hkh vkS|ksfxd ?kjkuksa ds fy, fiQj pkgs og
futh {ks=k ls gksa ;k ljdkjh] dkjiksjsV lks'ky fjlikaflfcfyVh
vFkkZr O;olk; dh lkekftd ftEesnkjh r; dj nh gSA

orZeku vkSj Hkfo"; dh vko'drkvksa ds bl fojks/kHkkl ds
pyrs ¶LVsdgksYMj ,axstesaV¸ vFkok fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk vkt
ds O;olkf;d O;ogkj dh eq[;/kjk esa 'kkfey gks x;h gS
vkSj fdlh Hkh lkoZtfud fu.kZ; izfØ;k dk ,d vko';d
vax cu ds mHkjh gSA bldk mi;ksx u fliQZ fgr/kjdksa ds
lkFk laizs"k.k esa lq/kj ds fy, fd;k tkrk gS cfYd bldk
mi;ksx leqnk; dk lg;ksx] izkstsDV yxkus ds fy, mudh
jtkeanh] O;olk; dh lk[k cukus vFkok c<+kus ,oa mi;ksxh

pw¡fd fgr/kjdksa ds O;olk; ls lacaf/r fHkÂ&fHkÂ mn~ns';
gksrs gSa] vr% og yksx ftUgsa izca/u fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk ds
nw:g dk;Z dks djus dh ftEesnkjh nsrk gS] og bUgsa fofHkÂ
lewgksa esa ck¡V nsrs gSa tSls & HkkSxksfyd lhekvksa vFkok LFkku
ds vk/kj ij tgk¡ m|ksx LFkkfir djuk gS] Hkw&ekfyd ftudh
Hkwfe vf/xzfgr djuh gS] ekU;rk izkIr fudk; vFkok la?k]
foÙkh; laLFkkvksa ls tqM+s yksx] yksxksa dh vkfFkZd fLFkfr]
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dkuwuh vko';drk,¡ vkfnA blds vykok og lewg ftuds
fgr izR;{k vFkok vizR;{k :i ls O;olk; vFkok m|ksx ds
lkFk tqM+s gSaA ;g oxhZdj.k bruk ljy ugha ftruk fd izrhr
gksrk gS D;ksafd fgr/kjd le:i ugha gksrs vkSj ,d gh oxZ esa
jgrs gq, Hkh mudh vko';drk,a vFkok 'kadk,a vyx&vyx
gks ldrh gSA vr% fgr/kjdksa dk oxhZdj.k djrs le; bu
lc ckrksa dk è;ku j[kuk vfr vko';d gksrk gSA fgr/kjdksa
dh igpku ,oa mudk oxhZdj.k fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk dk ,d
egRoiw.kZ ?kVd gSA vr% fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk dh dksbZ Hkh dk;Z
;kstuk cukus ls igys bu dk;Z dks lko/kuh iwoZd djuk
vfr vko';d gSA

laLFkku dks ;kstukc¼ rjhds ls iz;kl djuk gksxk vkSj ,d
lqfopkfjr izfØ;k dks viukuk gksxk ftlds izeq[k vax fuEu
gksxsa %&
1- fgr/kjdksa dh igpku
fdlh Hkh dEiuh vFkok laLFkku ds fy, fgr/kjdksa dh
igpku O;olk; dh izo`fr] ykxr] m|ksx ds fy, p;fur
LFkku vkfn ij fuHkZj djrh gSA fgr/kjdksa esa Hkh dqN ,sls
gksaxs ftuds fgr&vfgr lh/s rkSj ij izHkkfor gksaxsa vkSj dqN
,sls ftuds fgr&vfgr vizR;{k :i ls laLFkku ls tqM+s
gksaxsA vxj laLFkku bl rjg fgr/kjdksa dh igpku djus dh
dksf'k'k djsaxs rks fyLV cgqr yEch gks tk;sxh] vr% m|ksx
ls tqM+h izkFkfedrkvksa ds vk/kj ij laLFkku fuEu ekinaM
viuk ldrs gSa %

fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk dh dksbZ Hkh ;kstuk 'kq: djus ls igys
;g tku ysuk vko';d gS fd fdl lewg ls fdl fo"k;
ij fdruh ckr djuh gS] muls D;k djuk gS vkSj dgk¡ vkSj
fdruh vkidks muds lg;ksx dh vko';drk gSA fgr/kjd
Hkkfxrk dks eksVs rkSj ij fuEu Jsf.k;ksa esa ck¡Vk tk ldrk gS %&



fgr/kjdksa ds n`f"Vdks.k ls dEiuh vFkok O;olk; ls
mu ij iM+us okyk izHkko
mnkgj.kkFkZ & dEiuh ds deZpkjh] muds ifjokj vkfnA

1- fgr/kjdksa dks lwfpr djuk
m|ksx vFkok O;olk; ls izHkkfor vFkok izHkkfor gksus okys
yksxksa dks larqfyr vkSj oLrqfu"B tkudkjh nsuk rkfd og
dfBukbZ;ksa] ekStwn fodYiksa] miyC/ volj vkSj lek/kuksa ds
ckjs esa tku ldsaA



ifjpkyu dh n`f"V ls fgr/kjdksa dk izHkko
mnkgj.kkFkZ & dEiuh ds xzkgd ,oa eq[; vkiwfrZdÙkkZ



2- fgr/kjdksa ls ijke'kZ djuk

fdlh Hkh fgr/kjd lewg ds NwV tkus ls v/wjh tkudkjh
izkIr gksus dk tksf[ke

mnkgj.kkFkZ& vxj dksbZ fons'kh laLFkku fliQZ ljdkjh laLFkkuksa
ls ckr djds vFkok vko';d vuqefr ysdj m|ksx dh
LFkkiuk djrk gS rks ogk¡ dh turk vFkok deZpkjh oxZ ds
fgr&vfgr dks le>us esa mls cgqr dfBukbZ;ksa dk lkeuk
djuk iM+ ldrk gSA

lkoZtfud fgr ds eqn~nksa ij turk dh izfrfØ;k ysuk vFkok
fy;s x;s fu.kZ;ksa ij mudh jk; tkuuk rkfd fu.kZ;dÙkkZ
fgr/kjdksa }kjk lq>k;s x;s fodYiksa ij fopkj dj ldsaA
3- fgr/kjdksa dk fu.kZ; izfØ;k esa 'kkfey djuk
fu.kZ; izfØ;k esa fgr/kjdksa dks 'kkfey djds mudh lykg
,oa mudks lq>k;s fodYiksa ij fopkj djds fu.kZ; ysuk rkfd
fpUrkvksa vkSj vkda{kkvksa dks vPNh rjg le>k tk lds vkSj
fu.kZ; izfØ;k esa muds lq>koksa dks 'kkfey fd;k tk ldsA



u;s fopkjksa dks izkIr djus ds volj

,sls fgr/kjdksa dh vuns[kh ugha dh tk ldrh tks laLFkku
dh orZeku uhfr;ksa dk ?kksj fojks/h gS ijUrq muls lykg
ysdj laLFkku tfVy leL;kvksa dk gy <wa< ldrs gSaA gk¡]
blds fy, vko';d gS fd laLFkku mu leL;kvksa ij viuk
n`f"Vdks.k cnyus ds fy, rS;kj gksaA

4- fgr/kjdksa ds lkFk feydj dke djuk
fgr/kjdksa dks lkFk feykdj lkoZtfud fgr ds gjsd eqn~ns
ij mudh lykg ysuk vkSj fu.kZ; izfØ;k esa mUgsa lh/s rkSj
ij 'kkfey dj ,sls lek/ku [kkstuk tks loZekU; gksA



5- fgr/kjdksa dks 'kfDr nsuk

fu;kedksa vFkok ykbZlsal tkjh djus okys fudk;ksa
dh vko';drk,¡ %

mnkgj.kkFkZ] gekjs ns'k esa [kÂ m|ksx ds fy, laLFkku dks ou
foHkkx dh vuqefr pkfg,] foLFkkfirksa ds iquZolu dh ;kstuk
pkfg,] ogk¡ ds vkfnoklh vFkok ewy fuokfl;ksa dks ukSdjh
nsus esa izkFkfedrk] vkfnA

fgr/kjdksa dks vfUre fu.kZ; ysus dk vf/dkj nsukA
fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk dh mi;ksfxrk dk è;ku j[krs gq, bldks
vey esa ykus ds fy, fdlh Hkh O;olk;] m|ksx vFkok
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ykHk ds volj ik ldrs gSaA okrkZ dh 'kq:vkr ls igys
;g lqfuf'pr dj yhft;s dh og fu.kZ;ksa dks fdl gn rd
izHkkfor dj ldrs gSaA è;ku jgs fd bl izdkj ds fdlh Hkh
okrkZyki esa vxj vki vius igys ls fy, fu.kZ;ksa dks fgr/kjdksa
ij Fkksius dh dksf'k'k djsaxs rks ;g muds fo'okl dks Mxexk
nsxk vkSj vkidh fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk ds fy, cukbZ ;kstuk /jh
dh /jh jg tk;sxhA

2- fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk viukus ds dkj.kksa dh Li"V
tkudkjh
dksbZ Hkh O;olk; vFkok laLFkku fgr/kjdksa ls laca/ rHkh
LFkkfir djuk pkgsxk tc og O;olk; ls tqM+s fgr/kjdksa
ds fgr&vfgr le>uk pkgsxk] mUgsa vius laLFkku ds ewY;ksa]
fe'ku] j.kuhfr vkSj izfrc¼rkvksa ds ckjs esa lVhd tkudkjh
nsuk pkgsxk vFkok fdlh leL;k ls fuiVus esa fgr/kjdksa dk
lg;ksx pkgsxk] vkfn] vkfnA fgr/kjdksa ls tqM+us dh 'kSyh
bl ckr ij fuHkZj djsxh fd muls tqM+us ds dkj.k D;k gSa
vkSj Lej.k jgs fd ;g le;&le; ij cnyrs jgrs gSaA

5- okrkZyki dk flyflyk tkjh jf[k;s vkSj izfrc¼rkvksa
dks iwjk dhft;s
fgr/kjksa ds lkFk okrkZyki ds nkSjku gq, le>kSrksa dks bZekunkjh
vkSj izfrc¼rk ds lkFk iwjk djus dk iz;kl dhft;s vkSj
okrkZyki dh fujUrjrk dks cuk;s jf[k;sA

3- fgr/kjdksa ls tqM+us dh Bksl ;kstuk
fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk ds mn~ns';ksa dks fu/kZfjr dhft;s lkFk gh
bl ij Hkh fopkj dhft;s fd bl Hkkxnkjh ls laLFkku vkSj
fgr/kjd dh D;k vko';drk,¡ vkSj fof'k"B eqn~nksa ij mudh
fLFkfr dk lgh vkadyu djds gh muds lkFk tqM+uk gksxkA

fgr/kjd Hkkfxrk ds fy, cuk;h vkSj dk;Z:i esa ykbZ x;h
dksbZ Hkh lgh vkSj Li"V ;kstuk] O;olk; vFkok laLFkku ds
fy, viuk i{k turk ds lkeus j[kus vkSj vius mn~n';ksa vkSj
;kstukvksa dh tu LohÑfr izkIr djus dk loksZre lk/u gSA
lkFk gh lkFk ;g ;kstuk laLFkku dks fgr/kjdksa ds fopkjksa dks
le>us esa Hkh lgk;rk djrh gS rkfd mu fopkjksa dks viuh
O;kikj ;kstuk esa 'kkfey dj laLFkku lrr~ fodkl ds vius
y{; dks gkfly dj ldsaA

4- okrkZyki dh 'kq:vkr dhft;s
fgr/kjdksa ds lkFk okrkZyki dh 'kq:vkr [kqysiu vkSj ,d
nwljs ds izfr lEeku ds lkFk 'kq: djds laLFkku ikjLifjd
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